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SUBJECT: SYSTEMATIC ASSESSMENT OF LICENSEE PERFORMANCE

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has completed its periodic evaluation of thei

performance of your reactor facilities. As you are aware, this evaluation
program, the Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP), involves an ~

assessment of facility performance by the NRC staff; the issuance of the staff's
findings in the form of a final report, the SALP Board Assessment (Enclosure 1);
a meeting with your senior staff on May 10, 1983, to present and discuss the
Scard's assessment (Enclosure 2); your response to the SALP Board's assessment
(Enclosures 3 and 4); and the approval and public distribution of the SALP Report
by the Regional Administrator.

In accordance with NRC policy, I have reviewed the SALP Bosed Assessment and as
R:gional Administrator, approve the issuance of the NRC SALP Report.

Your response to the SALP Board's assessment discussed several areas in which you
have undertaken major efforts to effect programmatic improvements. We support
these efforts and wish to note that you have made noticeable improvement in
safety-related performance at your facilities. We are confident that these
on going efforts, if properly implemented and maintained, will result in
significant improvements.

The following discussions relate to my resolution of your conmients and are
considered to be an integral part of the NRC SALP Report:

1. The overall performance of your Brunswick facility was acceptable;
however, resources appeared to be strained or not effectively used such
that minimally satisfactory performance with respect to operational
safety was achieved. We acknowledge the measures which you are taking
to correct identified weaknesses in the areas of plant operations,
maintenance, surveillance, fire protection, refueling, licensing
activities, and quality assurance programs. We believe that your
actions if properly implemented, will bring about improved performance
in these areas. The resul ; of your actions will be closely monitored
and reported in the next SALP assessment. It is noted that the SALP
Board praised your performance in the areas of emergency preparedness,
and security and safeguards.
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Garolina Dower anc Lign: Com any 2
June 14, 1983

'

As regarcs your cerfomance in the areas of radiation crotection anc
licensing, I have reviewed your comments and, after furtner review of

:ne SALP Board'sthe issues witn NRC managers, have concluced snat
assessment of performance in these areas represents an aporooriate
balance of the pertinent issues.

2. Management attention and appropriate involvement in various safety
activities were evicent at your Robinson facility. Your letters of
May 20, 1983, and May 27, 1983, proviced information which you felt
supported SALP rating changes in the specific areas of maintenance,
fire protection, licensing activities, and quality assurance orograms.
I nave carefully reviewed this information, as well as the SALP Board

and have determined that your performance in the functional.

Assessment,I
area of maintenance should be raised from Category 3 to Category 2.
The SALP Board Assessment is hereby amended such that the functional
area of maintenance for Robinson is now " Category 2." I have further
determined that, in the licensing and ouality assurance orogram
functional areas, the SALP Board's rating appropriately enaracteri:ed
performance. The quality assuranco program rating was a comoosite of,

the performance of the on-site and corporate QA elements. The ceciding
factor was poor corporate performance in the QA area. As regards the
area of fire protection, our limited inspection activity indicated a
high level of performance; however, due to tne f act that insoections
were not performed by regional based inspectors, sufficient information
was not available to justify an overall rating. Major strengths were
identified in the areas of surveillance and refueling. The weaknesses
noted in your performance, in the areas of licensing and quality

- assurance program, will be closely monitored and reported in the next
SALD assessment.

3. We evaluated the performance of construction activities at the Harris
facility to be fully satisfactory. A weakness was icentified by the
SALD Board in the area of licensing activities. I have reviewed your

comments as they pertain to this area with NRC managers as well as the
soils and foundation functional area. I have determined that the SALD
Board conclusions were correct. The SALP Board recognized, and I
agree, that a high level of performance was achieved in the functional
areas of containment and other safety-related structures, and support
systems.

No reply to this letter is required; however, should you have any questions
concerning these matters, I will be pleased to discuss theh1 with you.

Sincerely,
N e e

''

.@ a

g
ames D. O'Reilly
oional Acministrator

cnclosures: (See Page 3)_
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C,arolina Powar anc Light Comoany 3 June 14,1983,

Enclosures:
1. Letter from R. C. Lewis, NRC,

to E. E. Utley, CPL,
catec May 3, 1983

2. NRC/ CPL SALP Meeting Attencees '

3. Letter from E. E. Utley, CPL,
to James P. O'Reilly, NRC,
cated May 20, 1983

4 Letter from E. E. Utley, CPL, -

to James P. O'Reilly, NRC,
catec May 27, 1983

cc w/encis:
C. R. Diet:, Plant Manager
R. B. Starkey, Jr. , Plant General Manager
R. M. Parsons, Project General Manager
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Carolina Dower and Lign: Comoany
A- N: Mr. E. E. Utley, Executive Vice Dresicent,

Dower Supply and Engineering4

and Construction
all Fayetteville Street

j Raleign, NC 27602

Gentlemen:'

SUBJECT: REPORT NOS. 50-325/S3-09, 50-324/S3-09, 50-261/83-07, 50-400/83-10,
AND 50-401/83-10'

The NRC Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) Board has comoleted
its seriodic evaluation of the performance of the suoject facilities. The
Brunswick, Rooinson, and Harris facilities were evaluated for the perioc,

Jantary 1, 1982, througn January 31, 1983. The resul - of ne evaluation are
cocumentec in the enclosed SALD Board Assessment. Tn.s evaluation will be
ciscussac witn you at your offices in Raleign, North Carolina on May 10, 1983.

The performance of your Brunswick and Rooinson facilities was evaluated in the
j

operational functional areas of plant operations, radiological controls,

maintenance, surveillance and inservice testing, emergency preparecness, security
and safeguards, refueling, licensing act.ivities, and quality assurance programs.

! Additionally . Brunswick was evaluated in the area of fire protection.
,

she performance of your Harris facility was evaluated in the construction
functional areas of containment and other safety-related structures , piping
systems and supports, safety-related components, support, systems, electrical
power supply and distribution, licensing ac ivities, and ouality assurance

* orograms.

The SALP Board evaluation process consists of categorizing performance in 'each
functional area. The categories wnich we have used to evaluate the performance
of your facilities are defined in Section II of the enclosed SALD Board Assess-a

Any comments which you have concerning our evaluation of the performancement.,

of your facilities should be submitted to this office within 20 days following
tne date of our meeting in Raleigh, North Carolina.

Your comments, if any, and the SALP Board Assessment, will coth accear as
enclosures to :ne Region II Acministrator's letter wnich issues the SALP Board
Assessment as an NRC~ report. In addition to the issuance of the assessment, this
letter will, if appropriate, state the NRC's position on matters relating to the
status of your safety programs.

In accorcance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter, the enclosure, anc
your response, if any, will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room unless
you notify this office by teleonone within ten days following :ne case of our
meeting in Raif egn, North Carolina, and suomit written acclication to withnold
information containec :nerein wi:nin 20 days following :ne case of our meeting.
Suen acolication must me consisten: witn :ne reautrements of 10 CFR 2.790(e)(1).

- _ . _ . . _ _ _ . . _ . . - . _ _ . _ _ _ - - - - _
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Carolina Power anc ign: Comcany 2-
'

i

Shouic you nave any cuestions :encerning :nis letter. we wii' Oe glac to ciscuss
:nem with you. -

Sinderely,

*g.c.
R. C. .awi s. Di rector
Division of Project anc

Resicent Programs
Region II SALP Searc Chairman

Enclosure:
SALC Soarc Assessment for Carolina

Power and Lignt Comoany

c: w/ enc 1:
C. R. Diet:, Plan: Manager
R. B. Starkey, Jr., Plant General Manager
R. M. Parsons, Project General Manager
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I. :NTRCDUCTION

A formai licensee cerformance assessment program nas been imolementec in
!

- accordance with the procedures ciscussac in :ne Fecerai Register Notice of
Maren 22, 1982. This program, the Systematic Assessment of Licansee

! Performance (SALP) is acolicaele to all cower reactors with coerating
licenses or construction permits (hereinafter referrec to as licensees).
The SALP program is an integratec NRC staff effort to collect availamle'

coservations of licensee pet formance on an annual basis and evaluate
performance casec on these coservations. Positive anc negative attributes'

of licensee performance are consicered. Emphasis is placed on understanding
the reasons for a licensee's performance in imoortant functional areas. anc
snaring this understancing with the licensee. The SALP process is orienteci

toward furthering NRC's understancing of the manner in wnich: (1) :ne
licensee directs, guides, and orevices resources for assuring plant safety;
ano (2) sucn resources are used and applied. The integrated SALP assessmen:

i is intanced to se sufficiently ciagnostic to provide meaningful guicance to,

:ne licensee. The SALP program succlements the normal regulatory processes'

used to ensure comoliance with NRC rules anc regulations.

II. CRITERIA

Licensee performance is assessed in selected functional areas capancing on
whether the facility has been in the construction, preoperational, or 1

operating phase during the SALP review period. Functional areas encomcass
the spectrum of regulatory programs and represent significant nuclear safety,

and environEental activities. Certain functional areas may not be assessed
because of little or no licensee activities in these areas, or lack of
meaningful NRC observations.

One or more of the following evaluation criteria were used to assess each
functional area:

Management involvement in assuring quality.

Approach to the resolution of technical issues from a safety stancooint.

Responsiveness to NRC initiatives.

iEnforcement history.
.

Reporting and analysis of reportable eventsi
.

Staffing (including management)> .

Training effectiveness and qualification.

The SALP Board has categorized functional area performance at one of three
performance levels. These levels are defined as follows:

Category 1: Reduced NRC attention may be appropriate. Licensee
management attention and involvement are aggressive and oriented towarc
nuclear safety; licensee resources are ample and. effectively used suen
that a hign level of performance with respect to operational safety or
construction is being achieved.

.

1
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| Catecorv 2: NRC attention snouic ce maintainec at normai 'evels.
Licensee management attention anc involvement are evicen: anc are

~

concernec witn nuciear safety; licensee resources are aceouate anc are<

reasonaoly effective sucn :na: satisfactory performance witn respec to
operational safety or construction is ceing achievec.

Catecory 3: Both NRC and licensee attenticn snoulc be increased.
Licensee management attention or involvcment is accootable anc con-
siders nuclear safety, but weaknesses are evicent; ifcensee resources
acoear to be strained or not effectively used such that minimally

.

satisfactory performance with resoect to operational safety or con-
I' struction is ceing acnieved.

The functional area being evaluated may have some attributes :na would
,

place ne evaluation in Category 1, and others that woulc place it in either
Category 2 or 3. The final rating for eacn functional area is a comoosite
of the attributes tempered with tne jucgement of NRC management as to :ne
significance of individual items.-

III. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A. Overall Utility Evaluation

The licensee has three units in operation at two sites aw two units in*

;

construction at another site that were included in this evaluation of
management control effectiveness.c

During this appraisal Deriod, the licensee has snown significant'

improvement in some areas; but several areas, identified during the'

previous review perion as requiring increased management attention,
have not shown improvement. The licensee has icentified nose areas
and has initiatec extensive long-range improvement programs.'

I The licensee has exhibited a positive attitude to NRC initiatives; but,
in general, licensee responses have demonstrated inaceouate management
involvement in licensing activities, particularly in the interf ace with
NRR. Levels of performance were consistent with that notec in the
previous review period.

Corporate management's involvement in site activities to assure cuality
performance, exemolified by the imolementation and functioning of tne
corporate quality assurance (QA) program, has been generally aceouate
except for a continuing weakness in the functioning of the Derformance

i

Evaluation Unit (PEU). This has seriously hamoered tne PEU's amility'

to obtain promet corrective action to audit fincings. IncreasedL

corocrate level management's attention is needed to imorove the
effectiveness of the PEU.

!
|

|
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Improvements in the area of Raciation 3-otection were noted at oc h

operating sites curing :nis -eview cerioc. Increasec attention to
olanning anc coercinating functions of tne cur ent ALARA crogram were-

instrumental in recucing exoosures at corn sites curing :ne 1982.

outages. A significant weakness notec at both operating sites was
icentified in :ne area of maintenance. Accisional corporate involve-

ment is neeced to correct tnese weaknesses.
f

S. Overall Facility Evaluation - Srunswick Units 1 and 2
_

The performance of tne licensee at the olant level is acceptable.
Major strengths were icentifiec in tne areas of emergency preparecness
and security and safeguarcs. Positive actions taken during tne ceriod
were the assignment of a senior manager to ne site and cevelopment of
a long range imorevement plan. Imorovements were evicent over the

4

! previous SALP period in :ne area of raciological controls.

Major weaknesses were icentified in the areas of plant coerations,
4

maintenance, surveillance, fire protection, refueling, licensing
activities, and ouality assurance. Imorovements from tne previous SALP*

were not apparent in the areas of plant operations, maintenance, anc
fire protection.

The long range improvement initiative, which is currently being
implemented, is exoected to result in imoreved licensee performance in

i the weak areas. The licensee nas committec a substantial amount of
facility and corporate resources to this improvement program.

C. Facility Performance - Brunswick Units 1 and 2

Ratings for each functional area are listec below:

Ooerations (Units 1 anc 2)

1. Plan: Operations - Category 3
2. Radiological Controls - Category 2
3. Maintenance - Category 3
4 Surveillance - Category 3;'

5. Fire ' Protection - Category 3
6. Emergency Preparedness - Category 1
7. Security and Safeguards - Category 1
8. Refueling - Category 3
9. Licensing Activities - Category 3

10. Quality Assurance Program - Category 3

D. Overall Facility Evaluation - H. B. Rooinson Unit 2

The performance of the licensee at the plant level was satisf actory.
Major strengths have oesn icentified in the areas of surveillance anc
refueling. Imorovement nas oeen noted in the areas of.raciological
controls anc surveillance testing. Major weaknesses were icentifisc in

| :ne areas of maintenance, licensing activities, and cuality assurance.
,.
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dThe weakness in :ne cuality assurance area is at:r butec to :ne
| corocrate auci: function. .icensee cerfornance ceclinec in :ne areas

of maintenance anc cuality assurance from :ne crevious SAL? evaluation.

E. Facility Derformance - H. B. Rooinson Unit 2'

Tabulation of ratings for eacn functional area:

$ Operations Unit 2

1. Plant Goerations - Category 2
- 2. Radiological Controls - Category 2

3. Maintenance - Category 3e

1 4 Surveillance - Category 1
_

5. Fire Protection - Not Rated
;. 6. Emergency Prepareoness - Category 2

7. Security and Safeguarcs - Category 2
,

- 8. Refueling - Category 1
9. Licensing Activities - Category 3

- 10. Quality Assurance Program - Category 3

Overall Facility Evaluation - Shearon Harris Units 1 anc 2h r.

$
- The licensee performance with respec. to construction is satisfactory.

Licensee management involvement and support for quality construe:1on in1

the war.tous functional areas is evident. Trained and qualified staff

L were deemed to be adecuate for the level of activities involved. In
each of the areas evaluated, no programmatic breakcowns were icenti-'

[ fied.
1

Major strengths were identified in the areas of containment anc other-

e safety-related structures and construction fire protection. A major

_

weakness was identified in the area of licensing tctivities wnien
warrants additional licensee management. attention. Imorevement is

;
- needed to upgrade the timeliness, thorougnness, anc technical souncness
;; of information sucmitted to the NRC.
I
E G. Facility Performance - Shearon Harris Units 1 and 2
r
_ Tabulation of the ratings for each functional area are as follows:-

=
Construction (Units 1 and 2)-

$
1. Soils and Foundation - Not Rated=

> 2. Containment anc Other Safety-Related Structures - Category ;

E 3. Piping Systems and Suppor.s - Category 2
i 4 Safety-Rela:ec Commonents - Category 2
|| 5. Succort Systems - Category 1
2 6. Elect,rical Dower Suoply anc Distribution - Category 2
" 7. Instrumentation and Control Systems - Not Ratec
_

8. .icensing Activities - Category 3--

B 9. Quality Assurance Paogram - Category 2
E
b
=

i--
- - -
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. SAL? Scarc Memoers

R. C. Lewis, Director, Division of Oreject anc Resicent Drograms
(DPRP), Region II (RII), "hairman

J. A. 01sninski, Direc:ce, Division of Engineering anc Doerational
Programs, RII

J. P. Stone, Director, Division of Emergency P-eoareeness anc
Materials Safety Programs. RII

D. M. Verrelli, Chief, 3roject Branch 1, DPRP, RII
D. Vassallo, Chief, Ocerating Reac:ces Branch 2, Division of

Licensing (DL), Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)

I. SALD Boarc A :encess

P. R. Semis, Chief, Dreject Section IC, Projects Branen 1, DPRP, RII
M. V. Sinxule, Chief. Operational Support Section (055),'

Drogram Succor: Staff (PSS), RII
D. O. Myers, Senior Resicent Insoector, DPRP, RI!
5. Weise, Senior Resicen: Insoector, DPRP RII
G. F. Maxwell, Senior Resicent Inspector. DPRP, RII
R. Prevatte, Senior Resicent Inspector, DPRP, RII
A. K. Hardin, Projec: Engineer, Project Sect'en IC, Projects Branen 1,

DPRP, RII,

C. W. Hehl, Reactor Engineer, Project Section IC, Projects Branch 1,
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5. MacKuy, Froject Manager, Operating Reactors Branch 2, DL, NRR
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A. Functional Area Evaluations - Ooerations (Units 1 anc 2)

Licensee Activities

Unit 1 began the evaluation period in routine cower operation. On

Feoruary 5, 1982, :ne unit was brough :o cold shu:cown for a clanned
maintenance outage. A snubmer inspection and ne replacement of
leaking reactor escirculation pump seals were among the activities
accomplished curing this outage. The unit was returnec te power on

Feoruary la and remainec in routine power operation, with :ne exception
of orief shutdowns, until July 1982.

On July 16, 1982, Uni I was snut cown to concuct missac surveillance
tests, and accomolish action items containec in NRC Confirmation of

iAction letters issued on July 2 and July 20. Restart attempts on
October 10 and 14 were unsuccessful cue to safety relief valve mal-
functions.

Unit 1 was returned to routine power coerations on Octooer 17, 1982.
The unit remained at power, except for a shu:cown on Octemer 22, until
brought to cold shutcown on Decemoer 11, 1982, for refueling. Unit I
remained shut down for refueling for :ne remaincer of nis evaluation
period.

.

Unit 2 began the evaluation period in routine power operations and,
excegt for an occasional brief outage, remainec at power until the unit-
was shu't' down for refueling on April 24, 1982.

The Unit 2 refueling and integrated leak rate testing outage lasted
from Aoril 24, 1982, through October 2,1982. Restart was delayec due
to unanticipated snumber support modifications anc she comcletion of
action items containec in the NRC Confirmation of Action letters of
July 2 and July 20, 1982. The unit was returned to routine power

operation on October 3, 1982.

On October 10, 1982, :Pe unit was shut down to repair a crack in the
heater drain piping. Repairs were completed and the unit returned to
power on October 18, 1982.

On October 29, 1982, the unit was again shut down to recair a trav-
ersing incore preme suce. During this maintenance outage, a crack in a
section of snuscown cooling pipe necessitatec extension of the main-
tenance outage.

Unit 2 was successfully returned to routine power coeration on
December 5, 1982, and continued-in :nis moce, except for an occasicnal
brief snutdown, for the remainder of the evaluation merioc.

Inspection Activities

The routine inspection program was performec curing :ne review cerdec.

.

'! -
-
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The following special 'nscac f ons were per#crmec curing :ne cerdoc:

January 6-7, 1982 in -esconse to :ne recor:ec failure of :ne-

Unit *. plant staff to recogni:e the failure of a safety-reia:ec
water level instrument.

r . January 19-21, 1982 :o review the scram even of Janugry 16, 1982,

in wnien Unit 2 RHR service water pumos failec :o start.

July 12-14 and 20-22, 1982 in response to reported failures to-

concuct recuirec surveillance testing.

June 2-4 anc July 20-21, 1982 in resoonse to recor:s of camagee-

: uncer vessel instrumentation at Uni: 2.

Sootemoer 28, 1982 to January 17, 1983 in resoonse to allegations-

that contractor personnel camperec witn cosimetry.

October 27-29, 1982 to determine tne facts relating to a sniement-

i of radioactive material, reoorted by the State of South Carolina
to have been in violation of regulatory recuirements.

Special prestartuo team inspections were conductec on August 24-27-

and Septemmer 7-10, 1982 to determine the status of action items
contained in the July 2 and July 20, 1982, NRC Confirmation of

'

Ac31on letters...

| A special team training assessment was concuctec on January 10-14,-

i 1983 to evaluate CP&L licensec and non-licensac operator training
progrnas.

A special inspection was conducted on January 10-13 and 17-21,-

1983 to follow work activities recuired by IE Bulletin 32-03.

1. Plant Operations

a. Analysis
|

1

Du' ring the evaluation period, the resident inspectors
i. regularly performed inspections of operations activities.

Additionally, routine anc special inspections by *egionally
i

based inspectors were performed.

Poorly stated or ill understooc procedures, identified curing
.he previous review. period, cc,ntinued to cegrade ne effec-

_

tiveness of the operating staff and contributed to the
substantial numoers of reported personnel errors. .Inaceouate

..

management involvement, indicated by a oemonstrated laxness
in discioline of operations anc acharence to crocecures, also
nac an acverse affect on operation's cer#ormance. These
weaknesses were key elements in eacn of :ne violations

a

.

~ v ,. -n--r, . , , - - , - . - . - - - , e-- - - , - - - , - ,,,,-.,m m.,-,--,w- ,.-nn., ~ . -n-, . --.we ,,e ,esn- ,- -, , - - ,,n-
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in the civil cenal:tes issuec in June 1982icentif*ec celew,
ecruary 1983, anc f n :ne 65 Licensee Event Recor s (LER)r

attributacie to cersonnel er-or Inat were issuec during :nisanc

NRC concerns in tne area of management andreview period.,

supervisory controls were discussac at each of five enforce-
ment conferences neld curing :nis review cariod . A crecedure

~ -

uograce orogram, renewed amonasis on discipline of coerations
and acherence to procacures are commitments containec in the

-

licensee's long-range improvement crogram, confirmec ey NRC
Order on Decemoer 22, 1982.

Weakness in the coerating staff's accroacn to -esolution of
tecnnical issues, also icentified in :ne prev'ous reviewResolutions often orovicec viable
period, were again noted. An
amoroaches but were lacking thorougnness or caoth.

reluctance on the part of the coerating staff to
acecuately involve available technical anc engineering
accaren

This weakness was
expertise contributec to this weakness.(1) a failure to oromotly
exemolified oy two recent events:
icentify and correct degraded isolation circuitry in the
reactor water cleanuo (RWCU) system, icentified as violation

(8) below; and (2) tne hasty isolation of hign crassurecoolant injection (HPCI) and reactor core isolation cooling
(RCIC) systems reported in LER 324/82-140.

Ineffective communications combined with poorly defined lines
of authority and responsibility also contributed to cegracedu.

This
operational performance during the review period. weakness was exemplified in violations (7) and (11), below.
Other events involved the inaevertent resetting of a Group *1-82-149; anc thetrio system isolation, reportec in LER
inadvertent scramming of three control rods anc the inser-ion
of fuel assemblies in rodless reactor vessel locations,
discussed im RII Repor 83-03".

, Weaknesses in the licensee's training and qualification
programs were determined to be a contributing factor toseveral reportable events and the rather marginal performanceThe
observed on recent operator licensing examinations.
following instances were partially attributable to poor
uncerstanding of tecnnical specifications anc job functions:

-- .

.

"NRC RII Report 83-03 issuance is concing evaluation of
enforcement items by the NRC.

.

%

"----_,._m, . , _ _ _ _ ._ _
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LER 324/82-140, discussac acove: :ne exceecing of emergency
ciesei generator limiting conci ions for coeration, ecortec'

in LER's 324/82-124 anc 325/82-127; anc :ne failure to
satisfy tecnnical specification prerequisites prior to moving
ne reactor moce switen to the Refuel position, icentifiec as

; violation (9) below. The results of operator licensing'

examinations, conducted during nis anc :ne prev +ous review- -- -

period, further exemplified this weakness. During :ne
, previous review period, a passing grace was recorded for 18

of the 27 reactor operator candicates. The examinations
concuctec curing this evaluation perioc resul:ec in only
three of nine senior reactor operator anc 11 of 25 -eac:ce-

operator cancicates receiving passing graces. This recorc is
not indicative of an effective training program. Uograces in
the area of training and qualification programs are uncerway
at Brunswick, both as a licensee initiated training imoreve-
ment program anc as part of the long-range operational
imorovement program. The succlementary training in tecnnical
specifications, that was recently concucted, was a cositive
step toward improvement in this area.

Sixteen violations were icentified during tne evaluation
period in the area of plant operations. These violations are
incicative of a programmatic breakdown in the operations
area. The program lacked effective supervision and engi-

i neering overview, and failed to address root causes anc to
affect more than temporary solutions to proolems. Staff
vacancies and management changes contributed to this break-
down. Further examples of these inacequate management
controls were also demonstrated by the tardy development and
implementation of a procedure rewrite program anc the -resolu-'

tion of the indeoendent verification issue. Violations anc
deviations icentifiec curing the review perioc are icentified
below:

(
'

(1) Three Severity Level III violations for events sur -
rounding a reactor vessel water level instrument mal-

! function, identified during the previous review period,,

I which resulted in a civil penalty issued in June 1982.
|
l (2) Severity-Level IV violation for failure to imolement

corrective action in two indepencent lineuo verifica-
tions prior to radwaste effluent cisenarges, as commit-

7
ted to in response to a previous violation.

_

| (3) Severity Level IV violation 'or failure to imolemen
! double verification as reouired my NUREG 0737 Item-

I.C.6.
!
I

I

i
;

I

_ __ - _ - - , - . . _ _ . _ _ _ . , _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ ~ . _ . _ _ _ , _ _ _
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(4) 5ever'ty Level !V violation for failure to imolement
procecure OP-43 wnicn resultec in one suosys em of the
resicual neat removal service water system seing inoper-
aole.

, (5) Severity Level IV violation for failure to crovice
crocecure content in accorcance witn ANSI ?$;7'.

,

~

(6) Severity Level IV violation for failure to evaluate anc
cocument the inoceracility of the stancby licuic control
system heat tracing circuit as recuirec ey orocacure
0I-4

I "(7) Violation for failure of the olant Nuclear Safety
Commit ee to aceouately review a procacure: tnis
resultec in :ne inaeverten: scramming of :nree control
rocs.

.

*(S) Violation for failure to isolate :ne -eactor water
cleanup system within the recuirec time interval of an
icentified instrument malfunc-ion.

(9) Severity Level V violation for not locking the reactor
mode switch in the snuscown position as recuirec oy the

i

tect.nical specifications.'

(10) Severity Level V violation for not inclucing in proce-
cures the proper alignment of valves necessary for
operacility of a containment isolation instrument.

(11) Severity Level V violation for operating aoove the
; tecnnical specification value with the concensor

vacuum-low isolation switenes bypassec.

(12) Severity Level V violation for failure to implement
clearance procedure I-459, whien resultec *n a scram:
and for failure to implement operating procecure OP-43,
in that service water valve V118 was not positioned; ,

properly.

(13) Severity Level V violation for failure to aceouately
establish an annunciator procecure, anc several normal
operation anc expected transient procecures.

7 (14) Deviation from a commitment to the NRC, as statec in a
resconse to NUREG 0737 Item I.A.1.3, to mocify
procecures to specifically require a senior -eactor

~

coerator in tne control room.

.

"These violations will be ciscussec in NRC RII Recor: 53-03.
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b. Conclusion
.

Category 3

c. Scard Comments
'~ ~

Licensee performance in :nis area continues to 6%'fategory 3
as ratec curing the previous SALP review perioc. It is

's recogniced tnat certain imorovements nave seen mace; nowever,
. significant overall imorovement is not evicent. The licensee

nas recognicec the weaknesses in :nis area anc an aggressive
long-range imorovement program nas seen initia:ec. The
licensee snould continue increasec managemen attention anc
the NRC inspection effort snoulc ce increasec Dy assignment
of an acditional resicent insoector.

2. Radiation Protection. Racioactive Waste Management anc Transoorta-
. ion

!
a. Analysi s

During this period, eight insoections were performed my
regional based inspectors. Accitionally, routine inspections
in this area were performed cy.the resicent inspectors.,

It was notec tha: the Radiation Drotection Drogram' snowed
some improvement when comoared to the f'ndings of the
previous evaluation period. The Radiation Protection area
accounted for one Severity Level V violation and one devia-
tion from licensee commitments whien are cascribec in items
(A) and (5) below. It was also found that tne plant ALARA

program was successful. The cur-en ALARA program, wnich is
supportec by management, was estaclisnec early in 1982. The

| planning anc coordination :nat the ALARA group dic for ne .
1982 Unit 2 outage was instrumental in reducing outage
exposures.

!
The racwaste program consisting of lipuid, gaseous ano solic'

racwaste, accounted for one Severity Level V violation
described in item (3) below. This violation was cue to a
roor enemical separation procecure in-the analysis for Sr-29
anc Sr-90. The root cause of tne violation was 'naceouate
Quality assurance interface netween :ne plant anc :ne General
Office laooratory tnat made the analysis. The licensee

7. responded by ceveloping a better enemical separation tecn-
nipue as well as increasing attention to comoarisons between

.. General Office laboratory results anc tecnnical soecification
requirements. This violation, anc sne 'incings of a QC anc
Confirmatory Measurements inspection discussec later. 'nci-
case a neec #oe accitional licensee effort in :ne eacwaste
chemistry area.

_ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ . _ . . . _ _ _ , . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ .
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Juring '982. :ne genera:ec volume of solic racwaste cecreasec.

as comoarec o orevious years. However, :ne volume genera:ec,

was still significantly nigner : nan :nat geneFatec ey otner
similar facilities in this region. The facility dic not have

-

an effective program for reducing the cuantity of waste gen-
erated in :ne raciologically controlled area nor for recucing
*he volume of waste so generatec. Accisional management
attention is neecec in this area to minimize solid racwaste
volume.,

-

The radioactive waste transportation program received one
Severity Level IV violation cescribec in item (1) below.
This violation resultec from performing a shiocing activity
without an aceouate activity review. The iicensee was
responsive in investigating and correcting tne racwaste,

sniccing program in orcer to crecluce a similar occurrence in,

'

:ne future. The overall eacwaste transoor:ation orogram was
founc to be gener711y well managed.'

.

One radiological environmental protection inspection was
concucted during tne agoraisal perioc. No violations or
ceviations were disclosec. In general, the environmental,

surveillance program aopeared to be aceouately managed anc
directed toward development of effective off-site environ-
mental protection. The management and staff resconsibility
for implementation of off-site monitoring showed significan:,_

'

improvement regarding adherence to environmental sampling and
radioanalytical procacures, and crocecures defining required
maintenance of monitoring ecuipment and surveillance systems.
The radiological environmental protection program was con-
sistent with technical specification recuirements.

One QC and Confirmatory Measurements inspee:1on was nerformed
curing the evaluation perioc using the RII Mobile Lamoratory.
One Severity Level V violation, item (4) below, was icenti-

| fiec for failure to collect stack gas samples in accorcance
; with the approved procecure. The inspection revealed the

need for upgrading quality control activities associated wi.h
the collection of stack gas and charcoal samples. This

| continuing weakness in the radiological measurements area
L resulted from the lack of aceauate management review a: the
j olan: level. The results of effluent samples collectec anc
! analyzed by coth the NRC and licensee during the insoec-ion

showed agreement.

I Four violations and one deviation were icentified during the
~

evaluation period. The violations do not incicate major
- weannesses in the radiation protection,' radioactive waste

management or transportation programs; however, accisional
attention is 9eeced in ouality control for tne *acwaste
management crogram. The violations anc ceviation icenti#iec
were:

;

!

I
_ _ _ _ . _ __ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . . .
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(1) Seve-ity evel !V violation 'or fatiure to control a
*acwaste sniement. ,

(2) Severity evel IV violation for failure to collec stack
gas samoles as recuirec by enemistry orocecures.

- -- - (3) Severd:y Level V viclation for failure to <neet minimum
catectacle concentrations in a samole of liquic ef#lu-

s, en:s as required my the Tecnnical Speci'ications.

(4) Severity Level V violation for failure to implemen:
raciation control procacures.

,

'

(5) Deviation from a commitment to the NRC, as statec in
resoonse o TMI I em I:.B.3. for failing :c calibrate
three gas raciation monitors.

:. Conclusion
,

Category 2

c. Boarc Comments

Licensee nerformance has improved from a Category 3 curing1

' the previous SALP review perioc to a Category 2 curing this
i period. The imorovements implemented at :ne enc of the

,

previous SALP review period to uograde management controls
amoear to have been effective. Significant imorovement is<

apparent in cecontamination control programs due to the
|
' effort being exoended by the licensee's staff. No cecrease

in licensee or NRC attention in this area is recommended.o

!
! 3. Maintenance

a. Analysis

During the evaluation period, maintenance activities were
routinely reviewed by the resident inspectors. Accitionally,
' supplemental inspections were performed by regional based
inspectors.

|

Weaknesses'in management controls and involvement in assuring
quality maintenance activities, identifiec as areas of
concern during the previous review perioc, continuec to-

forestall needed program imorovements. Pooriy statec anc ill-.

understood procecures often frustrated attemots to implemen:~

I requirec orograms.as ioentified in violations (5) anc (6)
seiow. Reouired orograms, for assuring maintenance activi-"

ties have not cegracec system capabilities, anc for provicing~

necessary data for oecisions aegarcing acecuacy'of ecuioment
| '

!

I
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acclications. .ac efiner not Deen estaolisnec or imolementec.
Examoles of :nese crogram :e#iciencies are fognc 'n vicia-
tions (2), (3). anc (4). 'neaKness in :ne amount of sucer-,

vision apoltec o maintenance activities was again evicen:
during tnis review perios. An examole of :nis occur ec
curing tne ciesel generator #1exiole crive coupling *ecairs

' ~~ - discussac in RII Recor 32-30. -*
,

. The licensee's acercaen to resolution of te:nnical issues
often proviced viaols amoroacnes out imolementation generally
lacked snoroughness or depth. An examole of :nis weakness
was the resolution of tne dssues associa:ec with the resicual
hea: removal (RHR) service water cumo low sue:1on cressure
swit:nes. As illust. atea by violation (1) nelow, cor-ective
ac:fon was not always effective in preventing recur *ence.
This issue was ciscussac curing an enforcement :enference
helc on July 14, 1982. Imorovements in this area nave
occur *ed over the review cerioc.

The licensee was receptive to NRC initiatives. P-colems of
regulatory concern were icentified and recor:ec, out
resoonses often lackec :norougnness or cacth. This can be
attributed, to some extent, to inaceouate engineering over-,

view of the maintenance program. Inadeguate training of the
maintenance staff on new procecures, procecure changes and.

mocifications apoears to have contributec to some of the
violations identifiec below. Maintenance staffing and
training acpearec generally acequate excect as noted.

,

! The violations icentified melow are incicative of a program-
matic breakcown:

(1) Seve-ity Level IV violation for failure to taKe acecuate
corrective action on pressure switch recairs.

(2) Severity Level IV violation for failure to have a
maintenance trencing anc review program.

'(3) Severity Level IV violation for failure to provice a

| calibration program for instruments used to verify
' tecnnical specification parameters.

(4) Severity Level IV violation for failure to estaoidsh an
aceouate most maintenance testing crogram.

i. T.
' (b) Severity Level V violation for failure to imolement a

|

,
calibration orocacure.

| (6) Severity Level V violation for failure to imolement an
I acor:vec maintenance crotecure.

|
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Sever :y Level VI v'clation #or faiture to maintain(7) d

surveillance activity recorcs.
,

.

b. Conclusion-

Category 3
, _. , -- w

c. Boarc Comments
'.

Licensee performance wnicn was evaluated as a Category 3
curing the previous SALP serioc, nas not imoroved curing :nis
cerioc. Weannesses in :nis area are attributacle to
inacequate management controis, inaceouate procecures, anc
inaceouate implementation of existing procedures. Accisional
licensee management attention is neeced anc the cresent level
of NRC insoection effor snould be continued.

4 Survefitance anc Inservice Testing
4

a. Analysis

Resicent and -egional based insoectors routinely ooserved
surveillance and inservice testing activities as part of
their inspection program. The surveillance and-inservice
testing program was also the subject of soecial insoections

.

by regional cased inspectors.'

During snis review period, major programmatic breakdowns were
icentifiec in the area of surveillance anc inservice testing.
Thirty-eignt separate instances of reportaole tecnnical

,

' soecification non-comoliances were identified in this area.
A ney factor which precioitated tnese program breancowns was
a lacx of management involvement anc control. Little

evicence of adeouate program planning and assignment of
priorities existed; poorly stated, ill uncerstood anc teen-
nically inadequate procedures for control of these activitier
contributec significantly to program deficiencies. Prior,

program reviews and audits of these areas by the licensee's'

cuality assurance organization were not timely, thorough or,

technically sound. These weaknesses were the sucject of two
NRC confirmatory action letters issued in July 1982. A

Commission order, requiring imolementation of the licensee's
imorovemen: program to achieve basic improvements in manage- .

ment, operations and ouality assurance performance, was
r issued in Decemoer 1982. NRC enforcement action, oromotec by

this breakcown in management controls, resulted in the
issuance of a civil eenalty in Feoruary 1983..

: ..

.

t

4
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The '':ensee's ancroacn to the aesclusion of eennical issues
often orovicec viacie acor: acnes. Ou: lacKec :ncreugnness or
captn. Oncerstancing of ne issues was #recuently 'acKing in
scoce, resulting in resolutions seing anoidea to a single
unit or system witnou: consicerttien of similar ceficiencies
elsewnere. This " tunnel vision" accroacn to :ne-Pesolution- -- -

of tecnnical issues, as dis:ussac in RII Recor: 32-28, creci-
citatec :ne failure to concuct :ne or4 mary containment ieak,

'

; rate tests as identifie? in violation (*) seiow..

The licenseen was recen:1ve to NRC initiatives, out consic-
etable NRC effer: or ascea ec summittals, were sometimes

! reouirec to octain ac:ectanie assolutions. 3roclems of
; regulatory :encern were icen tfiec anc pr:m::1y repor:ec.

,

Since July 1982, significan: licensee resour:es nave been
acolied to strerg:nen management c:ntrois in this area anc
resolve icenti'ied cis:recancies. A tong--ange imorovemen
program nas oeen ceveiooec ey :ne licensee anc is oeing
imoiemonted. .asting imorovements in :nis area are excec:ec.

The following violations were indicative of crogrammatic3

: creakdowns:
.

(1) Severity Level I:! violation for failure to estaclish
and maintain procacures for each surveillance test,

'

inspection and :alibration listec in technical specifi-
! cations.

(2) Severity Level IV violation for failure to establish
* reference data for a cumo after modification.

(3) Severity Level IV violation for failure to estaclish a
calibration surveillance procecure for the fusi oil tank
level instruments for the diesel criven fire pump.

,

(4) Severity Level V violations for failure to include main
' steam piping between the containment isolation valves

and the turbine stop valves in the Inservice Inspection
(ISI) program.

(5) Severity Level V violation for failure to retain SI
calibration block for recirculation system safe-end
inspection.7 .

b. Conclusion
.

~

Category 3

c. Board Comments
.

None

.
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5. Fire 3rotection
''

a. Analysis

' During nis assessment period, one inscection was concucted
in the fire protection area Dy a regional casec inspector.

' ~ - Accisional inscections were also performec by ene**esicent
inspectors.

',

Management involvement anc control in the plant fire protec-
tion orogram has not been effective. A sregram review,
oremotec by the NRC's Confirmation of Action letters of
July 2 anc 20, 1982, icentifiec significant orogram creak-
cowns precipitatec by inadecuate management controls. These
creancowns included failures to perform accuired fire
protection surveillances anc tests, anc inacequacy of most of
tne fire protection annunciator procedures. Inef#ectiveness
in initating correc-ive actions for regulatory
non-compliances, as evicenced by repeat violations (2) and
(3) below, is also indicative of inacequate management
control in this area.

) Poorly stated and ill understoco procedures continueo to
ninder effective imolementation of this orogram. Inaceouate
fire oroection procecures contributed to the violations wnien
resulted in a February 1983 civil penal y, violation (1),
listed in the surveillance and inservice testing area.

,

Procedural ceficiencies are discussed furtner in RII'

Recor: 82-25.
' It is noted that additional personnel nave been assignec to

the fire protection group and routine fire insoection
;
~ functions have been transferred to the coerations division.

Imorovement in this area is expected.

(1) Severity Level V violation for failure to imolement ne
station fire prevention procedures, in that an accumula-
tion of combustible material saaned with leaning oil

' from the diesel generators was permittee to exist in sne"

diesel generator rooms for an excessive perioc of time,
and was not identifisc anc reportec as requirec.

L (2) Severity Level V violation for failure to orovice he
required numoer of serviceable soare self contained

r breathing apparatuses for the fire brigace.

(3) Severity Level V violation for failure to.'orovice al'
fire brigade memoers with sne recuired respi-ator"

orotection training.

.

i

r
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i (4) Sever * y Level V violation for #ailure to eplace three
electrical cenetration seals in :ne caole screacing
"coms ' ire carriers following :neir -emoval curing plant
mocification work.'

_ , _ _
o. Conclusion ,%

Category 3
,_

-

c. Boarc Comments

Licensee oerformance, wnich was evaluatec as Category 34

curing :ne previous SALP period, nas not improvec curing this
review perioc. In accition te procacure implementation
problems which were identifisc during the crevious SALP, ne

,

cuality of procedures and :ne corrective ac:fon oregram neecs
improvement. The increased level of licensee anc NRC
attension in this area snould continue.

6. Emergency Preparecness

a. Analysis

During the evaluation period, 'one small scale exercise was,

ooserved and two routine inspections were concucted by the'

i regional staff. No enforcement items were identified as a
result of the exercise or inspections.

The licensee apoeared to be responsive to concerns icentiffee i

by NRC anc was willing to take corrective action in a timely
manner. No major proolems, which could me consicerec indi-
cative of programmatic weaknesses, were icentifisc during :ne,

j meriod.

h Key cositions in the emergency preparedness staff we*e filled
<L at corporate and plant levels. Responsibilities and authori-

ties were established. Staffing levels in the emergency
| preparedness staff appeared acequate.
I

| A training program was estaclished and imolementee for :ne
( emergency oreparedness organi:ation; this contr*buted to an
i acecuate understanding of the indivicual roles anc purooses

of the emergency organi:ation.
i

| .

| Corporate management appeared to be succortive'of emeagency~

preparecness programs and issues anc was directly involvec in:
'

l site activities. There was evidence snat priorities were..

! ccreectly assigned in the area of emergency preoarecness.
'

l Drocecures were deveicoec, and a meenanism for evdsion was
estaclisned. P*ogram accorcs were well maintainec anc were

i generally complete. "

| -

|
t

-. . - - _ . - - - - - - - _ - - - - - ---
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m. Conclusion
.

Category ;

c. Boarc Comments
. .

Licensee nerformance has imoroved from a rati,n_g of Category 2
w

curing :ne crevious SAL.D perioc to a Category i rat'ng cur'ng
'

this period. The licensee has amplied :ne procer amount of-

management attention and resources in this area. No cecrease
in the level of NRC inscoction effort is recommencec.

7. Security anc Safeguarcs

a. Analys's
.

Three unannounced routine insoections anc one special
unannounced insoaction were performec oy :ne regional staff.

; Additional routine insoections my the resicent insoectors
were cerformed througnout :ne evalua: don period. No viola-:

tions were identified.
:

A special inspection was conducted after tne l'censee
ioentified potential willful damage to several incere instru-
ments located under the Unit 2 reactor vessel. A
Confirmation of Action letter, datec June 4, 1982, cetailee
special security and ooerational interim measures whien :ne
licensee took during fuel loacing and in creoaration of,

' startuo for Unit 2. This camage was suesecuently cetermined
to have resulted from ocor maintenance cractices and was 90ti

| consicered willful.

| Througnout this evaluation serioc, ne licensee continuec an
aggressive program, to repair anc maintain security ecuipment
and haroware. As a result of :nis effort numerous long term
componsatory measures were alleviated and memoers of ne
security organization were more advantageously utili:ec.

Corporate and site management supported the security program
and security awareness was positive, as incicated by their
professional approach to provice a safe anc secure environ-,

| ment onsite. This was oemonstrated by thede resconsiveness
| :o NRC comments and discussions; anc the non-aeversary
I ralationsnip that existed witn onsite personnel. The con-

~ tract security guard force was adeouately staffee to meet all
commitments of the security anc contingency o*ans. Rev'ew of
the training and oualification clan, observations of on-:ne-.

job training and structurec training classes, anc inte-vdews-,

witn security force eersonnel incicatec that tne securdty
training was meing efficiently anc ef#ec:dve(v imoiementec.
This was also comonstratec ey ne cositive morale of ne
securi y force.t

!

I-
:
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D. ConCIusion
.

Category 1

c. Boarc Comments
' ~ ~

Licensee per#ormance nas imorovec ' rom a rating"oY Category 2
during :ne crevious SALP perioc to a rating of Category 1

'
during this serioc. The licensee nas appliec :ne croce"-

amount of management attention in :nis area. No cecrease in
:ne level of NRC inspection effort is recommenced.

8. Refueling

a. Analysis

During this review cerioc, Unit 2 underwen a refueling
outage from Acril to Octooer 1982, anc Unit 1 initia:ec *:s
refueling outage on Decemoer 11, 1982. The resicent
insoectors reviewed selectec evolutions curing :nese refuel-
ing outages.

Management involvement and control in assuring ouality showed,

little evidence of prior planning and assignment of priori *i

'

ties; poorly stated and ill uncerstocc procedures lec to
several refueling operation proclems as discussed in RII
Report 83-03." and resulted in violation (1) below. This,

' weakness in the area of management controls was most accarent
.

curing the performance of non-routine refueling operations.

Staffing weaknesses were annarent during the outages with key
positions being poorly icentified and authority anc *esconsi-
bilities being ill definec. These weaknesses contributec
significantly to the recent fuel movement event resulting in
violation (2), below.

|
1

(
i

: '

.

"NRC RII Report 83-03 issuance is pencing evaluation of enforcement.

items cy NRC.

.

L
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he 'ollowing vic ations were icentifded curi,ng tnis reviewi

sericc.
.

(1) Violation #or failure to imolement iuel handling*

procecures: tnis resultec in entering the refueling moce
. - . orior to estaolisning prerequisite olant geneitions.

(2) Violation for failing to maintain -efueling orocecures;*
,

'

this resultec in the mismositiening of 'uel assemcites
into rodless core locations,

c. Conclusion

Category 3

c. Boarc comments

Licensee per#crmance in this area was not evaluated ::uring
tne previous SALP period. During this cerioc routine
refueling operations were found to be satisfactory, however
late in the seriod preolems were icentified involving
non-routine evolutions. Acd1tional licensee management
attention is neeced to correct this problem. The level of
NRC inspection effort in this area shoulc be continued.

9. Licensing Activities

a. Analysis

The assessment of licensee performance was basec on an
evaluation of the following licensing activities:

Project management acministration-

Response to NUREG 0737 items-

10 CFR 50, Appendix R-
,

t Environmental qualification-

RPS power supplies-
,

| '- Operator licensing
| Spent fuel storage increase-

( Radiological effluent TS-

!

7 '

| * These violations will be discussac in RI: Report 83-03.

|
'

!

!

.
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,

In general, management involvemen was inconsistent.~

-esulting in varying levels of '4censee seafor.mance.'

'

Evicence of ouality management capacility was accarent dn
selec ec areas but consistent management attention over :ne
full range of licensing activities was not evicent. No,

improvement was noted in this area since tne last 5ALD
j evaluation. -*' -- -

, Technical unoerstanding of :ne issues was generally comon-,

| strated, but a lack of thoroughness or centn in :ne amoroacn
: to resolution was noted in several instances. This levei of'

performance was consisten; with snat noted in :ne 'as: SALD
i evaluation.

Initial licensee resconses were generally timely but often
requirec extensions of time to complete (e.g., Appencix R,1

fuel storage increase). The licensee hac ecogni:ec :nis
! deficiency and hac been attemptec to imorove esconsiveness

by establishing integra:ec scheculing of licensing actions.,

<

The licensee previously icentified a lack of adecuate3

; licensing staff as a significant factor in their failure to
, provide timely responses and took actions to augmen the
! licensing staff. This factor.was consicered in the evalua-

tion of responsiveness, discussed above.

i In summary, inconsistent Quality in the management of
licensing activities and a general lack of timeliness ini

i responding to staff recuests were icentified as significant
negative factors,

b. Conclusion

Category 3

c. Boarc Comments

Licensee management attention should be increased in this
irea.

10. Quality Assurance Program

a. Analysis

During tnis evaluation period five insoections were performec-.
~

Dy regional based inspectors. Two of tnese insooctions were
special insnections relatec to licensee actions -esulting

~

from Region II Confirmation of Action lettees catec July 2
anc July 20, 1982.

.
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Aucits were generally c:molete anc thorougn: nowever. ne !

iicensee's cor ective action system for timely resolution of'

oroolems icentifiec ey :ne audit staff was ineffective. This
was a key contributory element to the programmatic breakcowns
in tne plant coerations and surveillance sections of tnis

,

- report anc resultec in violation (1) celow. -~*. --

In general, the licensee's QA policies were acecuately stated
-

; ,
' '

and uncerstood as revealed by the NRC's reviews of QA
'

procedures and ciscussions witn licensee oersonnel. One
| weakness in this area involved poorly cefined cor ective
! action procecures wnich failed to promptly obtain CA manage-
! ment assistance in seeking resolution to problems icentifiec' s'

ey the QA staff. The licensee's Performance Evaluation
Unit {Psyl was seriously hammerec in obtaining promet*

corrective action to audit findings due to this procacural;

inadequacy. This weakness directly resulted in violation (2)
celow. The licensee was reouestec to suomit a suoclemental

| response to this viclation; this resultec from QA manage-
ment's apparent reluctance to provice cefinitive guicance for
operation of the PEU.

t

Certain levels of corporate management were involved in sitei

activities as evidenced by frecuent visits and communications
! between the Manager, Operations QA/QC, and site QA personnel.

However, there appeared to be very little direct involvement
in site activities by 3 management.
The onsite review committee apoeared to be staffed to meet+

technical specification recuirements. Licensee recorcs were i' generally complete, well maintained, and available as '

evidenced by the NRC's ability to retrieve the information
neeced to complete the inspection program. The licensee was

! generally responsive to NRC identified items elating to QA ,

activities as evidenced by closure of 21 items curing one
inspection.,

i The licensee's training program appeared to need more
;- involvement by management to achieve the desired level of

adequacy. A surveillance of training activities conductec by
the site QA surveillance staff identifica numerous problems
in this area. Similar problems were icentified oy regional
based inspectors during inspections discussed in RII Re: ort
Nos. 82-26 and 83-04 The training area shoulo receive_.

increased liccasee management attention to assure tnat-

corrective actions identified by the licensee are orcee-ly
imolemented and result in an improvec training program.*

,

.

b

.
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,

Three viola: dons cirectly attributaole :: DA #unctional area
were icenti#d ec durinc :nis assessment ser'oc anc are
icentifiec ceiow. The creancown in management controls to
assure cuality contributec to many of the violations Aeo
ciscussed in :ne operations, surveillance, anc maintenance
sections of :nis recor .

. , . ,, w

(1) Severi y Level III violation for failure to :or-ect,t

determine the cause of, and take action to orecluce'
.

recurrence for, a licensee icentifisc :enci ion acverse
,

to cuality.

(2) Severity Level IV violation for fa'1ure to estaolish
measures to assure that conditions acverse :: ouality

; were oremotly :orrec ec.

(3) Severity Level V violatter for failure to issue an aucit
report witnin the time requirec ey tecnni:ai soecifica-
tions.

b. Conclusion

Category 3
-

.

c. Board Comments

; " Licensee performance, wnien was evaluated as Category 3
during the previous SALP. nas not incrovec curing this review
perioc. It is apparent that the OA crogram was not effective4

because of the failure to icentify deficiencies in coera-
tional programs anc failure to take effective :orre::tve
action. The increasec level of licensee anc NRC attention
snould be continued.

3. Suoporting Data

1. Reports Data

L!censee Event Reports (LERs)a.

Three nuncrec and nineteen LERs were -epersed for Units *. anc

2. The listing of these reports into licensee icentifiec
=auses is as follows:

i

; Unit 1 'Jnit 2
: Personnel Errors 32 33-

Design' Manufacturing. -

, .

Construction /Instaliatien 27 22
External Cause 1 0
Deft:ien: D ocedures 9 '- 5

Comoonent :ailure 32 '- 59 t
Otner 17 21

. . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ - . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ . , _
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<

These reoorts were categoricec 'n terms of SALP functienal
areas as foilcws: '

.

Unit 1 Uni 2
Doerations 34 75 S

., . Maintenance 5 ,J.
Surveillance 56 - 51 '
Quality Assurance 24 21, i s...,

Ingeneral.:heLERsuomittalswereusuallyacleoaole. The'

LERs typically provided clear anc concise cascrio:fons of :ne
events. Only one of the more nan 300 .ERs ev*ewee was not
suomittee on or before tne cue cate. Mcwever. ERs often cid.

not provice a clear incication of :ne effects on system
function. Relatec or recesitive events were rarely spect-
fically cited even thougn recor:s often contain a general
statement that an event was recesitive. Also, eco causes
and symptoms were only infrecuently provicec.

Over 300 LERs were submittec sy the licensee for motn units.
Almost 50% of the LERs were relatec to four recesitive
events. These events were: (1) trickle flow errors in
reference legs: (2) procecural oeficiencies: (3) failures in4

the containment oxygen analy:ers; anc (4) defective control
'

rod reed switches. The firs: two events aro meing resolved
generically while ne latter two pose little challenge to
plant safety. Twenty-:nree LERs reported procedural
problems. This proolem area nas previously been icantif'ed
as being related to management control over plant systems.
Four LERs reported incor*ect actions my olan: personnel. Two
of these were operator's failures to recogni:e plant
technical specification Limiting Concisions for Operations
(LOO) or action recuirements.

| b. Part 21 Reports
t

None
1

2. Investigation and Allegation Review
|

An investigation of circumstances surrouncing :ne camaging of!

| uncer vessel incore instrumentation at Brunswien Uni 2 was
L concucted in June 1982. The investigation fincings incicatec :nat
! the damage was not willful but resultec from ooor maintenance_,

practices.-

An investigation was concuctec from Septemoea 1982 to January 17,..

1983. in *esoonse to allegations :nat contractor ceasonne' 9ac
! been tampering witn eersonal cosimetry. :nvestigation fd ncings
| die not support this allegation.

.

l

.
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I

3. Enforcemen: Acti:ns
.

a. Violations

Severity level I anc I:: O

' *- '

Severity level III: 5 i

Severity level :V: la -*

Severity level V: 16
', Severity level VI: 1

Deviations: 2

The severity level for four violations 'n RI! Recor: 83-03
nas not caen assignec at :ne time of 'ssuance of :nis recort.

c. Civil Donal:1es
:

June 1982 - for nree Severi:y Level :I! violations involving
failure to meet an L:3 concerning operaci'i y of reactort

vessel water level instrumentation, failure to correct tne
oroblem once icentified; and, failure to met all action
statement requirements once it was recognicec.

Fecruary 1983 - for two Severity Level III violations; one
for failure to nave procacures for anc concuc surveillance.

testing; and the other, for failure to tane adecuate correc-i

tive actions in response to aucit fincings wnicn snoulc have
-

alerted the facility to the surveillance area croelems.

c. Orders

Decemoer 22. 1982 - to confirm :ne commitments concained in
tne licensee's imorevement crogram and imolementation clan.

i d. Acministrative Actions
i

Confirmation of Action Letters
!

| foril 8,1982 - confirming licensee commitments to perform
; certain actions deemed appropriate as a result of events
| involving the misalignment of three components in safety

,

( relatec systems.
i
' June A, 1982 - confirming licensee commitments concerning
; special interim operational anc secur y measures acontec asd

! r a result of camage to uncer-vessel instrumenta:-ion at
Brunswick Unit 2.

. .

P

i

!

!

E
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July 2. 1952 - ::nfirming 1*cersee ::mmitments.::n:arndng
soeciai measures to :e a::: moi'snec as a -esult of failure te
icenti'y anc :er#orm survei: lance :es: -eceirements .

July 20, 1982 - confirming licensee commitments :encerning
furtner soecial measures to se ace:molisnec as e-eesult of- -- -

cetermining :ne existance of accisional failures to icentify
5 anc cerform surveillance tes: ecui-ements, .

A. Management C:nferences

An enforcemen: :enference was neic on Fec-uary 24 1982. :o
ciscuss pronosec :or ective actions :encerning exceecing a
limiting :encision for operation anc :ne failure of :ne res*cual
hea: -emoval (RHR) service water system to coerate.

A conference was neld on May 28, 1982 to ciscuss :ne orevious SALP
fincings.

1

An enforcement conference was neid on July 14, 1982, so ciscuss4

proooseo corrective actions concerning events involving misalign-
ment of electrical creaners anc valves wnich occur ec in
March 1982. NRC concerns in the areas of operational performance
and management control were also discussee.

A meeting was hele on July 20, 1982 to discuss CP&L comments with,

regard to the previous SALP and the status of the missac turveil-
lance test issue.,

An enforcement conference was held on August 24, 1982 to ciscuss
the status of action items containec in the Confirmation of Action;

letters datec July 2 and July 20, 1982. A preview of :ne cos:

| startup Brunswick Imorovement Program was presentec by OP&L.

' A :onference was held on Novemoer 10, 1982, to ciscuss recent
actions taken oy CP&L to improve the overall performance a: :ne
Brunswick facility. The status of the long range imorovement

! progrls was also discussed.

A meeting was held on Novemoer 17, 1982, to discuss integratec and
local lean rate tes programs performee at the site.

An enforcement conference was held on Novemoer 24, 1982, :en-
' cerning violations involving radioactive materials snimments to--

'

:ne Barnwell Low Level Waste Management Facility,
,

An enforcement conference was neld on December 22, 1982, regarcing
"

'
a numoer of personnel errors wnich resul:ec in non-commitance wi:n
regulatory reoui*ements. '

| A meeting was nele on January 11. 1823, sc ciscuss 4moiementation
of the NRC Confirmatory Orcer issuec 2ecemoer 22, 1982,

.
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A. runctional Area Evalua-1ons - Ooerations
.

.icensee Activities

A refueling outage anc a :en year inservice inspection occur-ec curing the
oe .ioc Escruary 26 through August 12, 1982. Major insoections nene

!

concuctec on the reactor vessel, reactor coolan: pumps, anc steam genera-
t o.r s . Hycrostatic :ests were concuctec on :ne majority o' clan: fluic
systems. Modifications curing :ne outage incluced TMI anc seconcary system
work.

)

The licensee limitec power to selow 1955 Megawa :s. :nermal, curing :ne SALP
review seriod. The power recuction anc 'ow average :emoerature orogram
constitutec an attemp: my :ne licensee to ecuce :ne rate of steam generator
tune cegracation.

The Institute of Nuclear Power Operatiens (INp0) concuctec an evaluation of
management controls and operating cractices curing :ne weess of July 26 anc
August 2, 1982.

Inspection Activities.

,

A radiological emergency preparecness acoraisal was neld January 25 througn
February 4, 1982. An NRC Task Force on Pressuri:ec Thermal Snock visited
tne site on April 5-7, 1982. A plant procecures anc crawing control :eam
inspection.was concucted May 10-14, 1982.

1. Plant Operations

a. Analysis

During this evaluation perioc two insoections were cer#ormec ey
regional basec inspectors, anc *outine inspections f :ne area
were performed by the resident inspector.

;

A weakness was noted in the area of plant procacures. Spect-
fically, most procedural violations resulted from either coorly
stated'or out-of-date procecures, or from operations personnel
failing to implement procedural recuirements. One reportaole

event involved valve misalignment on safety related ecuipment by
operations personnel. While tne licensee was -esconsive anc
initiatec programs for upgracing procecures and for training clant
personnel on procedural como11ance, inis effort nas, snus far, not
been effective in recucing erececural violations. These snort-_,

comings were the subject of an enforcement conference concucted-

Decemcer 22, 1982.
-

.
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| Coerations staffing anc training acoeared to se generally
aceouate, witn :ne excep fons notec acove on crocectral comoldance
anc maintaining crocecures :urrent. The targe 9umoer of newly
cualifiec personnel in the operations staff accearec to contr*bute
to :ne procecural proolems. The olant staff, generally, was very

,
, _ coservant of Limiting Concisions of Operations (LCO),qancisions.

' anc was conservative in acolying action statement requirements.
Decision maning was generally at a suffi:1ently nigh levei to

'

ensure acequate -eview.-

Doerator licensing examinations were :encuctec during :ne
evaluation serioc. This orocess inclucec moth written anc oral
examinations. Examinations were given to eignt cancicates, all of
wncm passed. Reactor Ooerator (RO) 'icenses were issuec to six

. Dersons anc Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) licenses were issuec to
1 two persons.

The licensee was highly sue:essful in licensing one-ator :anci-
cases. The licensee's licensec coerator cualification anc
recualification programs 9 ave snown significant imorevement in :ne
areas of lesson plan quality, emanasis placec on mitigating core
camage, plant mocifications, anc feecbacn of coerating exoerience.

: Deficiencies icentifiec cy the NRC in :ne area of pressuri:ec
! thermal shock have received appropriate management anc training
.

attention.
1

i As identified in items (6) and (12) celow, licensee attention to
commitments anc modifications concerning the low temoerature
overpressure protection system was not cirec ec at a sufficiently
hign level to ensure :omoliance. Due to reactor vessel emerittle-,

ment concerns, tne licensee snoulc increase its ciligence in nis
area of NRC commitments,

i

Fourteen violations anc one caviation were identified during ne
,

evaluation period. These violations are inci:ative of a minor'

programmatic breakdown in :ne area of procecure aceouacy and
operator compliance. The violations anc deviation icentified
were:i

;

(1) Severity Level IV violation for failure to imolement crawing
control procecures.

(2) Severity Level IV violation for failure to maintain valve
enecKoff procecures.

, ,

(3) Severity Level IV violation for' failure to review anc :orrect
.. potential safety na:ards, '

,

(4) Severity Level IV violation for failure to mair:ain coera:*ng
anc abnormal orocecures.

4-
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(5) Seve*d ty .evel IV vicia 'on #or #ai'ure :: ::n roi sucer:ecec
vahe l'neus crocecures.

. (6) Severity Level IV violation for fatiure to imolement valve
locking arocacures.

. . . ~~s
(7) Severity Level IV violation for failure to imolement valve

cosition :entrols.,

-

(5) Seve*ity Level IV violation for overpressure pr::ection
system inocerability.;

(9) Severity Level V violation #or 'ailure to fo11ew arececures
for snift turnover anc logneecing.

.

(10) Severity Level V violation 'or failure o maintain annuncia-
or procecures.

(11) Severity Level V vicia:1on 'or failure to ecor: flow
instrument inoperacility.

(12) Severity Level V violation 'or failure te estaclisn oroce-
cures.

(13) Severity Level V violation for failure to follow fuel
movement procedures.

,,

(*4) Severity Level V violation for failure to issue aceouate
instrue:1ons for icentification of masonry walls.

(15) Deviation for failure to instali ecuipment as committec.
4

Sucsecuen to ne evaluation perioc the licenses precaroc anc
suomittec the Robinson Improvement Program (RIP). The program is
cesignec to ennance sensitivity to regulatory recuirements anc-

| strengtnen :ne managemen control systems relatec to sne one-a-
tional and safety asoects of ne facility.

I
b. Conclusion

Category 2

c. Boarc Comments

7 No cecrease in licensee or NRC attention in thi, area' is recom-
menced.

.

|
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2. Raciation Drctection. Racicactive deste Wanagement and.T*ansoortation.

4. Analysis

During :ne evaluation serioc edgn inspections were performec ey
..gional casec inspectors. Accitionally, routine ens'bections in

j- :nis area were cerformec by :ne resicent inspector.
-
'

It was found that :ne Radiation Protection P-ogram nas snown some
; imorevement when comparec to the fincings of tne previous evalu-

ation period. The licensee's programmatic efforts to imorove in
. :ne raciation orotection area were evicent in neal tn onysics
' controls. The licensee nas an effective secontamination program

vnien has cecreasec the numoer of contaminatec areas anc personnel
contamination events. Paeolanning, training, anc use of mockuos
nava become more prominent in :ne licensee's concuct of main-
tenance anc inspection.

; A ten year inservice inspection and refueling outage was concuctec
i witnou any overexposures or significant eersonnel contamination.
j However, it was notec that the program was deficient in air

sampling, and in high radiation area control. The scoce of wort,

I permitted uncer 4 routine raciation work permit (RWP) was
!

,kexcessive. '
-

4

I' The plant did not have a routine air sampling program consistenti

wfth incustry stancarcs. During 1982, ali constant air monitors'i

(CAMS) except the stack monitor, were taken out of service sue to'

maintenance problems, and_nn =dditional routine air samoling '

Jeogram. _wa_s _ estaDli sned. The air samnling program in effect
: curing 1982 consistec of air samoling only for specific worn wnich
' recui*ed air samoling.

It was found that the job specific air samoling program neecec to
be more aggressive in order to en'sure regulatory comoliance. It

y' was found that the frecuency of respiratory protection cevice use
by plant personnel was not sufficient to ensure that worner
expdsures were maintained as low as reasonaDly acheivaale. *

| A wide scope of work was performed under routine RWPs. For
[ examole, one RWP was utili:ed for cecontamination worn in all

| areas of. the auxilliary building. Recorcs for oecentamination
work were found to se non-retrievable because warne-t esneui?id
tne1r own surveys and dio not document them. 31 ant management was| -.

| responsive to this inspector concern anc n@F limits the use of :ne
~

L routine RWP. Radiation and contamination survey cocumentation for
work controlled by specific RWP's appearec to me aceouate.' ''

. .
I l.,

.-

= = , * t _ . _. _|b
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i

[ During :ne evaluation socioc. #aflure to orovice acecuate control
$ of r.ign ractation areas ac:cuntec #:r :nree v olatiens. In onei

'

:ase, ii:ensee eersonnel cic not lo:n a hign raciation area after
being notified of :nis :encition. Acditional violations resultec

'

from incivicuals seing in nign radiation areas witnout the instru-
! ments -eouired my tecnnical specifications, anc anotaan=for fail-, --

ure to crecerly cost nign raciation areas. Li:ensee management
, . was -esconsive in this area anc cor-ective action apoearec

_

Iacequate.'

The racwaste program, consisting of licuid, gaseous and solid
racwaste, ac:ountec for one Severity Level IV violation for
cisposal of contaminatec oil. The cause of the release indicatec
a weak program for samoling anc celease of oil. ~he licensee cic:

' not have procecures cascribing sampling tecnnioue, sample volume,
; or minimum cetectacle concentrations for release. Final cor ec-

tive action for the release of waste oil from ne olant is stilli

uncer licensee evaluation. Otner areas of the liquic anc gaseous
- effluent _ac:ountaoiiity program appearec to me aceouate.

1

Transoor:ation of radioactive materials ac:ounted for one Severity
i Level III violation, item (1) below, wnich resultec in an enforce-

ment conference. The violation stemmec from an initial inadequate
evaluation to cetermine if tne contents of drums being shippec hac

L been satisfactorily solidified. Although the process control '

| program had been develooed to ensure solidification of liquids,'

1 thF licensee had no previous experience in processing the type of
substance contained in the crums being shipped; nor-cic theI

licensee evaluate available evidence that the process was
ineffective in solidifying the drum contents. In addition,,

personnel responsible for racwaste shipping normittec :ne shioment!

of drums to proceed even thougn significant external rusting of
tne crums was evicent. The licensee was responsive in :nis area

and has estaclished recuirements in the racwaste solidification
area that snould preclude the recurrence of this type proolem.
The overall transportation program was adequate as evicenced by
having only one violation in this area.

In the general area of radiation protection, ten violations were,q
identifisc during the evaluation period. These violations
collectively indicated a failure to follow health anysics
procedures at :ne worker / technician level. This is incicative of
a need for catailed procecures, increasec personnel training on
procedures, and procedural comoliance to ensure thats routine_.

; health physics practices are understood and correctly pe" formed.-

.

f

| ..

.

I

t
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One "adiological environmental orotection insoection was per#ormec
curdng :ne a:praisal serioc. Inspe::fons we-e also performec :y
:ne resicent insce::or. No violations or caviations were. -

| cisclosec. The environmental monitoring crogram was well.managec
anc ci ectec towarc :entinuec maintenance of effective off-site

! _. environmental prete: fon. Management :entrois anc ogg4pi:ational, ,

*esconsibility for orogram implementation (including environmental
sampling anc samole analyses, retention and storage of requirec

'. environmental cata, caveicoment anc imolementation of an ef#ective'

quality assurance program) were consisten: witn tecnnical soecifi-
cation reouirements and ac:epted industry cractices. Plant staff

: anc staff training appeared aoove average, anc staf' morale was
nign. The licensee nac commencea increasec effort in :nis area to4

prepare for ne implementation of fortncoming raciological
effluent and environmental technical specifications.

:|

l

One oaality control and confirmatory measurements inspection using 1

the RII mobile laboratory wks performec curing :ne evaluation
perioc and no violations were toentifiec, Cor-ection of weak- i

nesses icentified in an earlier inspection comonstratec licensee
| responsiveness to resclving proolems icentified oy the NRC. The
! results of effluen: samples collectec anc analy:ed my both Me NRC

and licensee curing the inspection snowec agreement. All aspects
of the laboratory program were satisfactory,,

The following violations were icentified:c
,

| (1) Severity Level III violation 'or 'ailure to :ontrol racio-
active waste shipment packaging.|

(2) Severity Level IV violation for failure to :ontrol a nign
i raciation area anc failure to imolement control procacures

for otner nign radiation areas.

| (3) Severity Level IV violation for failure to implement control
| procecures for hign radiation areas.
:

(4) $everity Level IV violation for failure to establisn a

procedure that proviced for personnel exit from a lockec hign
radiation area.

[ (5) Severity Level IV violation for imoroner cisposal of licensec
'

material.

r (6) Severity Level V violation for failure to cost hign raciation;

areas.
< ..

(7) Severity Level V violation for 'ailure to imolement proce-!

) cures for :ne :ontrol of radioactivity.,

,

(8) Severity Level V violation for failure to follow 9eal:n
pnysics oro:ecures.

| *
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(9) Sever' y Level V violation for #ailure to estaol,isn or
imolemen: 9eal:n anysics crocecures.

(10) Severity Level V violation for failure to follow nealth
pnysics crocacures.

. . ,, w

b. Conclusion
'

Category 2

[ c. Boarc Comments

Licensee cerformance imoroved from a Category 3 curing the pre-
vious SALD period to a Category 2 during tnis period. Continuec
imorovement will be needed to ensure that tne raciation control
program is sufficient to handle the projectec steam generator
replacement work. No decrease in licensee or NRC attention is
recommenced.

3. Maintenance

a. Analysis

During this evaluation period one imspection was performed by
regional basec inspectors. Accitionally, routine insoection in

.th,1s area was performed by the resident inspector.|
,

The majority of safety-related maintenance has been oerformed
consistent with regulatory recuirements; however, some weakness

|- was noted in maintenance procecure adequacy. Specifically,

j several of the violations and reportacle events discussac below

| were caused or contributed to my orocedures containing insuffi-
cient guicance and signoffs. Inattention to details during the
procecure review and approval process was also contributory.
While licensee procedures have generally been aceouate to conduct
maintenance wnen used by experienced personnel, problems nave
occurred in activities involving less experienced personnel anc/or
infrequdnt maintenance activities. The licensee has recognized a
need for improved procedures for several years, and recently both
permanent and contractor staffing were increased to accress the
proolem. The licensee's efforts have resultec in some orogram-
matic.imerovements, but consicerable nummers of maintenance

i procedures need further development and revision. These short
i. ; comings were the suoject of an enforcement conference concuctec

Decemoer 22, 1982.

Maintenance staffing appeared to be adecuate, and licensee manage-''

ment has conoucted adcitional training on the importance of ~

cuality orocecures anc procedural compliance. This ef# ort was
directec at improving ;ne Quality of maintenance prior ;c comple-
tion of the longterm procedural upgrace. Maintentnce personnei

- , . - - - . . . - - . - . . - - . - . . - - _ - . - . - - . - . . _ - . - _ . - . . _ . - - - . - . .
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gene * ally :ommunicatec well witn ne coerations staf# to assign a
crocer priori y to :ne maintenance of safety aelatec ecuipment.t

Accisional emonasis neecs to :e given to the importance of main-
taining :ne eouipment :na: cirectly succorts safety-eelatec
systems.

. .

Ten of :ne nineteen aeportaole events for this clan,t were cue to
,w

componen failures, nowever review of :nese recorts 4ncicatec
'

almost no correlation with maintenance activities. Four report--

acle events resultec from personnel errors anc/or crocecural
inaceouacies related to maintenance activities. Two events

j affected safety system operability and one caused reactor :colant
system leakage. A special report issued my the licensee cescribec
the failure, during surveillance testing, of a reactor trio
breaker causec oy inaceouate cleaning anc luordcation of :ne
uncervoltage trip device.

Five violations were identifiec curdng the evaluation serioc.
These violations are generally incicative of :ne neec for improvec
maintenance procecures. The violations icentifiec were:

(1) Severity Level IV violation for failure to imolement mocifi-
catio'n controls during maintenance.

(2) Severity Level IV violation for failure to aceouately review
a maintenance procecure prior to aoproval anc use.

,,

(3) Severity Level IV violation for failure to control mainten-
ance activities.

(4) Severity Level IV violation for failure to estaclisn acrouate
calibration procecures,

i

; (5) Severity Level V violation for failure to 'mplement eouipmen:
! control policies on completion of maintenance.

[
b. Conclusion

1

Category 3

c. Boarc Comments

Licensee performance, which was evaluated Category 2 curing the
previous SALP period, nas declined curing this period. Licensee

7 management attention snould be increased. '

.. .

6

|
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4 Survei'iance
.

a. Analys's

During tnis inspection seriod seven insoec-ions were oerformac ey
recional cased insoec: cts. Rou:'ne 'nspections we;e gerformec Oy
tne resicen inscector.

The licensee's surveillance program was generally weil estaclisned
'
-

anc imolemented. Scheduling anc completion of surveillances :ve
oeen timely anc nave rettived aceouate managemen attention.
Acci:fonal orograms for surveillance tracking anc auciting nave
been estacl'snec to ensure comolete comoliance with -ecud rements.
An in-ceoth review of surveillances eouirec cur'ng :ne -efueling
perioc was concuctec anc no violations were 'centifiec. Several
procedures for performance of surveillance activities were ocorly
written. However, reviewec as a orogram, survei' lances and

; inservice testing activities were well controllec. Tnere were ne
recortacle events in :nis area. There were four inspect'ons in

tne area of inservice insoection (ISI) anc non-cestructive
examination (NDE) activities my regional casec insoectors curdng ;

this inspection perioc. Major ISI activities involvec :ne altra-

sonic inspection of the reactor vessel celt-line region and tne
radiographic examination of welcs.in a main coolant Dumo. When
some colts inside the main coolant pump were founc to ce degraded,

i the licensee aggressively pursued the cause anc extent of the-

! proolem. This involved cismantling the otner two main coolant
pumos and extensive evaluation of all failec bolts. There were no
violations or deviations found during tne inspection of the
ISI/NDE activities.

! shree violations were icentified curing ne evaluation perioc:
;

|- (1) Severity Level IV violation for failure to estaolisn an
'

acequate surveillance procedure.

(2) Severity Level V violation for failure to cerform surveil-
, lance at the proper frequency.

(3) Severity Level V violation for failure to estaolisn anc
implement acecuate procedures for conta'nment leak rate
testing.

I

e. Conclusion
-

Category 1
.

l .

|
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c. Boarc Comments

Licensee ce*#crmance nas improvec from Category 2 during :ne
previous SAL? :o Cage: cry 1 curing .nis period. Altnougn improve-
ment was coservec in tnis area. One potential exists for the same
proclems to develoo as with :ne Brunswick surveillance orogram.

- - No cecrease in NRC inspection effor is recommencec? "'

5 ,. : ire Pro ection,

a. Analysis

During this evaluation period, routine inspections were oerformec
Dy :ne resicent inspector.

No violations were identified. A *eview of fire protection
special *eoorts revealec some weaknesses in :ne licensee's oest-

modification testing program for the major fire crotection ecuio-
ment upgrace. The licensee has oeen resoonsive to :nese orcolems
and nas tanen or initiatec acorooriate corrective action. Over-

| all, the level of plant fire safety was greatly imorovec.

The plant fire protection staff apoeared to be highly motivated
and knowledgeable. Staffing level.s and training appearec to be

,
above average. Fire protection acministrative crocecures were

| generally adeouate.
|

,

b. Conclusion

Category - Not Rated

! c. Boarc Comments

There was not sufficient inspection activity in this area curing
the evaluation period to justify a rating.

i 6. Emergency Preparecness

a. Analysis

During the evaluation period, the regional staff concuctec a
routine inspection, an emergency preparedness acoraisal, anc
ooservec an exercise.

During the emergency prepareoness acoraisal two deficiencies were--

identified in the areas of training and notification procecures.
A Confirmation of. Action Letter datec Fecruary 22,.1982. was

''

issued concerning the deficiences. The licensee was resconsive to
the letter and fulfilled nis commitment to correct tne deficien-
cies.



. - - ---

~

-
.

c0

Our'ng :Me '4censee annual exercise (Oc:ccer 1952), an smergency
crecarecness cef'c'ency .as icenti''ec 'n :ne area of accicent
classification crocecures. As a result, a Confirmation of Ac 'on

letter (catec Novemoer 1.1982) was issuec. The licensee
resconcec to tne ceficiency oy -evisinc orocecures anc concuctine

- -- -

training.
~

' ' "
'

's Corocrate management acceared to ce succort've of emergency
planning / response programs. There was evicence :na oriorities
nad been establisnec anc responsibilities assignec in :ne area of
emergency crecarecness. Licensee recorcs anc cocumentation of
crogram activities accearec to be complete.

From an enforcement stancooint, ne 'icensee's corrective action
nas generally seen timely anc effect've. A1:nougn some crogram-
matic weaknesses were icentified my NRC anc cor-ec sc by :ne
licensee, recurrence was "are. Licensee cr'ticues of emergency
response activities during cr4'Is we*e not always as aggressive,
comolete, and ocjective as neecec. Imorovements are necessary in1

this area.

Emergency preparecness staffdng levels a :ne o' ant anc corocrate
office appearec to be aceouate. Key positions nave been fillec at
the olant and corporate of# ices. Au:norities anc responsibilities
have been definec for (ey pos':'ons.

A training program has been cefined anc implemented for memoers of
,

the emergency response organication. A program for professional t

cevelcoment of the emergency oreparecness staff nad Deen definec.

i Two violations were identifiec curing :ne evaluation perioc:
I
L (1) Severity Level IV viola:*on for failure to meet.# ecuency
! requirements for audits of the emergency slan anc imolement.

procecures.

(2) , Severity Level V violation for failure to conduct requirec
tests anc drills,

b. Conclusion

. Category 2
L

~r c. Board Comments '

,
.. No cecrease in licensee or NRC attention is c' commenced.e

I

!

|

l

!
;

!
'
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Securd:y anc Safeguarcs
'

'

a. Analysis -

Durdng inis evaluation perioc four inspections were cerfcrmed oy
regional casec inspectors. Routine inspections were cerformec by
.he resicent inspector. **

,
The licensee was responsive to NRC initiatives. The licensee's
site security management was ennancec by corocrate management with
an accaren emanasis on security. Security staffing anc training
acceared to be aceouate. Personnel morale was nigh. The 'icensee
excencec an excessive amount of time anc effort maintaining
security touipment that snoulc nave Deen uegracec; :nis was
identified as a minor programmatic weakness. Accorcing to the
pnysical security event reports receivec, eouisment failure was
generally a root or contributing cause. While :ne licensee's
compensatory measures nave teen acecuate, increasec emonasis on
equipmen upgrade is neecec. Licensee management nas initiated
actions to improve the system.

Four violations were icentifiec during :ne evaluation oeriod.
These violations were considerec isolated and not indicative of
programmatic breakcown. The violations icentifiec were:

.(1) Severity Level IV violation for failure to report a enange to
'

the security plan.

| (2) Severity Level IV violation for failure to perform security
; orogram audits at the recuired frecuency.

(3) Severity Level IV violation for failure to provice aceoua:e',

' vital area access control.
.

(4) Severi y Level V violation for failure to saaren a package.
|
h b. Conclusion

Category 2

c. Board Comments

No decrease in licensee or NRC attention is recommencec.
i
'

8 Refueling -7

a. Analysis
.

i During this evaluation perioc one insoection was cerformec cy a,

| regional Dased inspector. Routine inscections were performec cy
| .tne etsicent inspector.
!

;

f
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Extensive inspections were conductec in the areas of refueling
preparation, operations, maintenance, survei' lance,'anc startuo
testing. No violations were coserved, anc only minor followup
items icentified. Startuo testing procecures were aceouate, but
would benefit from minor changes in format and clarification. The

, . reactor engineering staff and their training were acgquate, anc
the licensee nas taKen steps to orovide the reactor engineer with
additional training and improve liaison with the corporate fuels,

section.'

s. Conclusion

Category 1

c. Board Comments

Licensee performance, which was not rated curing tne orevious SALP
period was Category 1 curing nis period. The proper amount of'

licensee attention has been excenced. No cecrease in licensee or
NRC. attention is -ecommended.

,

9. Licensing Activities

'

a. Analysis .

The assessment of licensee performance was cased on the evaluation
of the following licensing activities:

Project management administration-

Response to NUREG-0737 items-

10 CFR 50, Appendix R *-

Environmental qualification-

Operating licensing-

| Control of heavy loads-

Pressurized thermal shock (PTS)!
-

Cycle 9 reload-

Raciological effluent technical specification (RETS)-

i f

| in general, management involvement and control in assuring quality
I was inconsistent, resulting in varying levels of licensee

performance. Evidence of quality management capability was
apparent in selectec areas, but consistent management attention
over the full range of licensing activities was not evident.

7 '

The licensee's approach to -esolution of technical issues was
acceptable. Technical understanding of the issues was genera.11y
demonstrated, but a lack of thoroughness or captn in the amoroacn-

~

to resolutions occasionally resulted in lengthly reouests for
additional information.

.

!

9 *

4
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Responses to NRC initiatives generally were not timely anc
frecuently recuirec extensions of time to comoiete.' Several
issues nave been outstancing for extenced periocs (e.g.. RETS,
Control of Heavy Loads, Apoendix R, Cycle 9 Reload, and PTS).

_.The licensee has recogni:ec problems in this area and,recently,

made changes in his organi:ation and staffing to imorove this
situation. Additional licensing personnel have oeen addec, as,

well as an onsite licensing representative, to imorove communi-'

cations between the corporate headouarters and tne plant site.
The licensee has reouested a meeting with the NRC staff to discuss
initiatives that have Deen taken and that will be taKen to
schecule and expeditiously respond to plant specific, multiplant'

and TMI open items.

Overall, the performance of ne licensee has been satisfactory.
' However, there were a sucstantial numoer of marginal areas.

Inconsistent quality in management of licensing activities, a
general lack of timeliness in respondtng to staff recuests, and
lack _of completeness and depth of submittals were icentifisc as
significant negative factors.

l o. Conclusions
.

Category 3

c. Board Comments

Licensee management attention should be increased in this area.

10. Quality Assurance Program

a. Analysis

During this assessment perioc, two inspections were performed by
regional inspectors in the quality assurance area. One other
QA-related problem, violation (5), was identified while inspecting
in another area.

In general the licensee has aceouately stated and understood QA
policies as evidenced by review of QA procedures anc discussions

i with licensee personnel. However, one weakness in this area

j. related to the. failure of certain procedures to involve QA manage-
ment in the prompt resolution of problems identifiec,by the QA'

_,

' staff. This issue is discussed in more detail in the Brunswick-

section of this SALP report; the problems are common to both
|

- plants.
|

|
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Licensee records were generally well controlled. Violation (6)
was icentifiec in tnis area, but apoeared to be an fsolated1

example. Procurement activities wera generally well controlled
and cocumented; however, increased management attention appearsi

' necessary as evidenced by violation (5) below.
, . .w

The licensee was generally responsive to NRC icentified items
relating to QA activities as evidenced by closure of 13 previously

,

identified unresolved and inspector followup items as described in'

RII inspection renort No. 82-24. One item involving development.

i of a trend evaluation program had been open since 1979 indicating
a need to improve the timeliness of actions taKen to resolve
certain issues.

Corrective actions for items identified by the site OA surveil-
lance staff were usually acequate. Action on QA audit fincings
were hamoered by Performance Evaluation Unit (PEU) failure to
issue all audits in a timely manner, violation (6) below, and oy

: failure of the audited group to responc to certain audit fincings
in a, timely manner, violation (4) below.'

Audit staff training generally appeared aceouate; however, exper-
i tise was weak in the area of plant operation. The licensee nas
| indicated a desire to improve the abilities of its inspectors and,

|
where appropriate, supplement audit teams with special expertise.
.The NRC encourages this effort in light of the number of viola-
tions listed in the plant operations section of this report.

The corporate level PEU conducts audits at both operating sites.
Certain levels of management were involved in site activities as
evidenced by frequent visits and communications between :ne
Manager, Operations QA/QC, and site OA personnel and by the
Manager, Corporate QA Department. However, the Principal QA
Specialist who supervises the PEU did not appear to be directly
involved in site activities.

; PEU audits were not conducted at the required frecuency as
evidenced by violations (2) and (3) and by one additional examole
discussed in the safeguards section of this report. Audit reports

and responses were not always issued in a timely manner as
evidenced by violations (4) and (6) below. Site OA personnel

,

perform a surveillance function and corporate management apoears
to be involved in this activity as previously discussed. The
audit function is performed by the PEU ano there appeared to bel

_.
- little, if any, corporate management attention in this functional

area. Increased corporate level management att'ention is needed to
-- improve the overall effectiveness of PEU audits.

!

. . .
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The staffing level for the PEU acceared o De inaaecuate as
evicenced by the failure of nis group to cerform anc 'ssue audits
in a timely manner. However, additional personnel were in
training. The increasec audit staff should help alleviate this

,_ , problem.
,,

Eight violations were icentified during the assessment perioc.
Four of these violations (2. 3, 4, anc 6) incicate a need for'

-

improvec management control of cne OA audit orogram. The viola-
i tions identified were:

(*) Infraction concerning ailure to recort conditions relatec tod

tne radiation emerittlement of tne reactor vessel.

(2) Severity Level IV violation for failure to conduct an audit
of the Emergency Plan and implementing procecures at least
once per 24 months and for failure to concuct an audit of the
fire protection program and implementing procacures at least
once per 24 months.

(3) '' Severity Level IV violation for failure to concuct an audit
of the fire protection anc loss prevention program by an
outside qualified fire consultant at intervals no greater

*

than three years. .

(4) Severity Level IV violation for failure to suomit audit
responses within the allowable time."

(5) Severity Level IV violation for failure to provice written
procedures for the control, storage, and preservation of
quality controlled material and equioment.

(6) Severity Level V violation for failure to transmit audit
reports to management within the allowable time.

(7) Severity Level V violation for failure to properly store
r4diographs.

.

(8) Severity Level V violation for failure to follow QA proce-
dures.

b. Conclusion

r Category 3 '

..
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c. Boarc Comments .

Licensee performance whicn was evaluated as Category 2 ouring ne
previous SALP. has ceclined during this period. This is attrib-
uted to lack of management support of the corporate Performance

'~ ~ Evaluation Unit. The licensee snould increase managemsnt atten-
tion in this area. The NRC snould continue tne increased level of
attention in this area.'

,

j B. SUPPORTING DATA

1. Reports Data

a. Licensee Event Reports (LERs)

Nineteen LERs were reviewed for Rooinson Unit 2 for this assess-
ment period. The dispersion of these reports into l'censee

! ider.tifiec proximate cause coces is as follows:
|

Personnel Error 4
Design, Manufacturing, Construction / Installation 4
External Cause O

Deficient Procedures 1
Comp.snent Failure 10.

Other 0

These reports were categorized in terms of SALP functional areas
as follows:

Operations 7
Maintenance A

Surveillance 7
Quality Assurance 1

The LERs for this plant were evaluated for c*ompleteness and
t accuracy for the period January 1,1982 to January 31, 1983.
|- Compgnent failure prompted the majority of LERs. The event
l descriptions were clear and detailed and supplemental information

was provided for every LER. In each case, the licensee made an
attempt to determine the root cause of the event anc possible,

! isolications of the event to other plant equipment. If numerous
| failures occurred, an investigation was conductec to determine if
I the problem might be generic.
| -

b. Part 21 Reportsi

'
~

None

2. Investigation anc Allegation Review

One investigation concerning reactor vessel surveillance caosule cata,

occurred during the review perioc.

. .. ._ _ - . . - . . _ , _ _ . _ _ ~ . _ - - _ ____ _ .--.____ __... - ~ _ __
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3. Enforcement Actions ,

a., Violations

Severity Level I, II - 0
- Severity Level III - 1 -*--

Severity Level IV - 25
Severity Level V - 19s

'

Severity Level VI - 1

Infraction - 1. -
t

b. Civil Penalties

None
,

: c. Orders
:
'

None

d. Administrative Actions

(1) Confirmation of Action Letters

February 22, 1982 - involving significant deficiencies from
the Radiological Emergency Appraisal insoection.

'' Novemoer 1,1982 - involving emergency preparedness deficien-
cies identified during an emergency exercise.

| 4 Management Conferences

| A conference was hele on May 28, 1982, to discuss the orevious SALP
findings. -

A conference was held on November 24, 1982, to discuss radioactive
waste shipping and packaging violations.

An enforcemedt conference was held December 22, 1982, to discuss
concerns about violations of regulatory requirements and the
effectiveness of management controls.

_. -

.

e

!
l

"

- . . , - . - - - - - - -
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,

A. unctional Area Evaluation - Construction (Units 1 and 2)
~

.

Licensee Activities

During this evaluation period, construction progressed at a rate consistent
I with the projectec schedule. The licensee had significantly 1RcY$ased the

manning for the CP&L Site Design Group. Emphasis was placed on increasing
manpower to accommodate the increased construction activities as they relate
to meenanical, piping and electrical efforts. The site QA/QC staff nas also
significantly increasec its manpower during this reporting period. The
QA/QC staff was increasec primarily to accomodate additional inspection
responsibilities which it acpuired, i.e. to inspect start up and test

i personnel and their work efforts, and also to accommocate the increased site
2 activities as they relate to welding, mechanical, material control anc QA/QC
i records anc their review. The QA/QC group has been divided into two

separate groups. The QA grcun now is totally responsible for all of the,

; surveillance activi-ies, and is not responsible for first-line inspection
functions. The QC group has been assigned first-line insoection activities,

| in selectec areas. Botn of these groups now report to the site QA/QC
director.; ,

The manning of the start up ard task group nas also been increased signi-
ficantly to accommodate the turnover schedule. The licensee has increasect

its turnover activities with a 125 week schedule starting January 1,1983.:

This senedule, if followed, should allow fuel loading on schedule, in
June of 1985.

:
-

.

During the evaluation period the licensee conducted four major audits:

L Cresap, McCormick and Padget Inc., conducted an audit of the licensee's.

- management functions. The audit started about April 13, 1982, anc was
finali:ed on October 1. 1982.

INPO conducted an audit of the licensee's overall management, design.

anc construction functions associated with the Harris site. The aucit
team consisted of approximately 30. members and covered the period of
June 14 thrpugh June 29, 1982.

MAC (Management Analysis Company) conducted an audit of the licensee,.

| which primarily covered the quality assurance aspect of the Harris
site, dur4ng the period of September 21 through September 30, 1982.

The licensee conducted a Self-Initiated Evaluation of the activities at.

r the Harris site. The audit covered the period of October-11 througn
Novemoer 12, 1982. The audit report was published on December 10,
1982, and included the Quality Assurance section taken from tne MAC

.

audit which had been previously conducted. -

.

t -

.

.# , . . _ . . ..,..,_m_.m_.__.,.,.._m.. .-__,-,__,.,_.m., ,, .,_._ . ..._, m ._.- ..m _
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As a result of the Self-Initiated Evaluation, a report was generated wnich
recuirec various groues to conduct self-corrective actions 'by certain cates.

, The team which concucted the audit will be recuired to follow-up to assure
that adequate corrective actions nave Deen taken. The audit was ocjective

anc proviced the licensee with opportunities for improvement, and also
incicated that the comoany, in general, is performing safe aedusatisfactory'

3

construction work at the site.
-

:

'In Octooer 1982, the licensee assignec a corporate nuclear representative,
(retired vice chairman of the licensee's Board of Directors), to interac
metween the Chief Executive Officer and Senior Manager for all site asoects

4

of construction. The licensee had recuired all their employees and the'

senior constructor (s) employees to attend a video tape procuction wnerein
four of the licensee's executives confirmed their commitments to quality.i

] Inspection Activities

Forty-two inspections were conducted curing this ceriod: twelve of these
inspections were routine inspections conductec by the resicent inspector,
and the remaining were conoucted by Region II personnel.

;

1. Soils and Foundations

a. Analysis -

i
,

.During this evaluation period six inspections were performed by
regional based inspectors. Additionally, routine inspections were
performed in this area by the resident inspector.

The inspections involved examination of QA implementing proce-
oures, soils testing laboratory, records, and backfilling of the
excavations for Units 3 and 4 which have been cancelled. The

majority of the soils and foundation work had been completec for,

Units 1 and 2. The remaining activities in this area were
primarily concerned with unoerground piping systems.

The QA/QC procedures and controls met NRC requirements. The

rehords were generally complete, well maintained, and retrievable.
Equipment in the testing laboratory was properly calibrated and
testing and backfill operations were conducted in accordance with4

NoASTM standards, procedures, and specification requirements.
violations or deviations were identified.

The licensee's activities in this area met industry standards and
7 were considered to be acequate.

"

b. Conclusion ,

Category - Not Rated
.
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c. Board Comments
'

|

| There nas not seen sufficient licensee or NRC activity in snis
j area to justify a rating.

|2., -Containment and Other Safety-Related Structures u
|
'

a. Analysis

During this evaluation period twelve inspections involving struc-
.

| tural concrete anc steel structures were oerformed my regional ,

based inspectors. |
,

The inspec-ions involvec examination of QA implementing proca-
dures, records, concrete testing laboratory, and work activities '

associated with concrete placements anc program review, oeserva- |

tion of work, and review of quality wcru, associatec witn safety |

related steel structures. |

The QA/QC procedures and controls met NRC recuirements. Records I

were generally well maintainec and comolete. With the exception ;

of the violation noted below, work activities were performec in |
accordance with procedure and specification requirements. '

Management involvement, resolution of technical issues, staffing,
and. training were adequate for the level of activity involved. !

7hF licensee was responsive in correcting the violation listed i

below.

Severity Level V violation for failure to properly field cure
concrete test cylinders.

I

b. -Conclusion
:

Category 1 |

|
'c. Board Cpuments
|
|Licensee performance, which was Category 2 during the previous

SALP period has improved to Category 1 curing this perion. The
proper amount of licensee management attention nas been sooliec to |

this area. No cecrease in NRC inspection effort is recommended.
|

|
|'

! : '

[

~

i

1
| |

|

|

E _
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3. Piping Systems and Support Systems -

a. Analysis
.

, . During this evaluation period, eight inspections wgre,,performec byj
regional based inspectors. Additionally, routine inspections were

.
performed by the resident inspector. Inspections included review
of program and procedures, observations of work and work activi-'

ties, and review of quality records, in the areas of pipe , welding,
seal welding, welder qualifications, welding filler material
control, repair welding, piping supports, piping assembly storage
and preservation, and preservice inspection.

!

Review of the violations does not indicate a breakcown of the
program. No repetitive violations were identified, and corrective

;

; actions appeared to be prompt and effective. Improvements had
' been made in this area as evidenced by the fact that all the

violations except violation (1) below, in the preservicei

inspection area, were identified within the first sixty days of
the reporting period. The preservice inspection violation wasr

identified during the first inspection in that area.'

I

! The organization in this functional area appeared to be adequately
staffed with trained and qualifia'd personnel. Procedural require-

'

ments implemented in this area appeared generally satisfactory.
,

I

Shven violations were identified during the period as follows:
~

(1) Severity Level IV violation for failure to identify in
welding records the inspectors that perfomed the inspec- '

tions.

(2) Severity Level IV violation for failure to perform weld
inspections with quaiified inspectors.

(3) , Severity Level V violation for failure to follow visual
inspection procedures.

(4) Severity Level V violation for failure to follow procedures
for inspection of welds and reporting of discrepancies.

(5) Severity Level V violation for failure to estaolish adeouate
r measures to assure purchased services, including preservice

inspection, conform to procurement documents.
..

Severity Level VI violation for failure to follow welding(6)
procedure specifications.

.

b. Conclusion

Category 2 *

.
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c. Board Comments .

No decrease in licensee or NRC attention is recommenced.

4 ._ Safety-Related Components
,

,

. .

Analysisa.

During this evaluation period, five inspections performed by
regional based inspectors addressed this area. Additionally, the
resident inspector perfomed routine inspections in this area.
The inspections involved review of program and procacures, coser-
vation of work and work activities, and review of quality records,

in the areas of reactor vessel, steam generator and pressuri:er
; storage and protection, installation, and storage of other safety

related equipment. Management involvement and controls for
assuring quality in the area of protection, installation, and
storage of safety related equipment were generally adecuate. Two
violations related to protection and storage, icentified below,
indicate that a weakness in these areas did exist early in the
reporting period. There is evidence of prior planning and assign-i

ment of priorities and procedures for control of activities are
f generally adequate and appear to be understood. The corporate
i quality organization was usually involved in site activities, but

some confusion regarding the division of responsibilities between.

! ,CP&L QA and the site Construction Inspection Group hindered*

phgram implementation. Records were generally available and
complete.

| The licensee was receptive to NRC initiatives. Responses
generally reflected an understanding of the issues, but resolu-
tions were sometimes delayed and lacned thoroughness.

The organization in this functional area appeared to be adequately
staffed with trained and qualified personnel.

The Violations identified below were not considered indicative of
a programmatic breakdown.

(1) Severity Level IV violation for failure to require the vender
'

to manufacture a reactor makeuo water pump in accoroance with
the seismic shock analysis for the pump.

'

(2) Severity Level V violation concerning safety-relatec equis-
ment not properly protected from the environment arja adjacent -

"

construction activity. .
,

(3) Severity Level V violation concerning safety-relatec eouio-
'ment not properly protected from the environment and acjacent

construction activity.
.
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I

b. Conclusion .

Category 1 *

1 ,

;
, , c., Board Comments ,_ w

1

No cecrease in NRC or licensee attention is this area is
's recommended.

. 5. Support Systems

a. Analysis

During this assessment perioc one inspection was concuctec in the
fire protection area by a regiona' based inspector. Acditionally,

,

inspections were also performed i' this area by the resicant
inspector.

Only a small portion of the permanent fire protection features hac
been-installed at the time of the NRC inspection of this area.
However, it appeared that the systems were to be installed and
tested under an adequate quality assurance program.

An adequate construction site fire' protection program was provided
. to prevent loss in the event of fire. Daily safety inspections of
! '_ construction actvities were concucted to assure that adequate fire
! prEtection/ prevention features were in effect. Craft personal
! were trained in the proper use of portable and semi permanent fire

fighting equipment. The site fire brigade was well trainec and
familiar with necessary technioues to be used to coment various<

j types of fires which can occur on the site. The construction site
; fire protection equipment and systems appeared to be accouately
j maintained, inspected and tested for construction operations.-

Management appeared involved and very supportive of the plant's,

| fire protection program. Responsiveness to NRC initiatives nad
! been timely. Major fire protection discrepancies had not been
| identified. The staffing and training in the fire protection

program at the current construction level appeared adequate.

No violations were identified in the area; however, one deviation

! was found:
i ,

7
Deviation for the failure to store and maintain the permanent
plant fire protection pump and appurtenances 1.n accorcance

'' with plant storage procacures.

I b. Conclusion

Category 1

- -- , _ .. . _ . _ . - - . . . , . - - . - - , . .--.-.-
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c. Board Comments
'

Licensee performance, which was not rated during the previous
- SALP, is Category 1 and is limited to the construction fire

. -- -. protection program. Licensee resources and management attentioni

appear to be at the proper level. No oecrease in NRC inspection

effort is recommended.,

;

6. Electrical Power Supply and Distribution
'

a. Analysis

During this evaluation period eight inspections were cerformed by
regional based inspectors. Additionally, inspections in this area
were performed by the resident inspector.'

A weakness was noted in the welding and welding inspections of
electrical items and supports as indicated by the first three
violations listed below. These items involvec welding anc welding;

! dnspections associated with electrical supports and vendor
supplied electrical equipment. Two of the violations related to
uelding by off-site manufacturers. These off-site welding*

problems were not identified by the on-site receipt inspections
and/or source inspections by the manufacturer or CP&L. The
licensee has been prompt in responding to these items. Cerrective i

'. action included: increased surveillance of manufacturer's snog
i acsivities; increased on-site inspection requirements for
i material; re-inspection of material /eoutpoent that may have

nonconforming welds; and an improved training program for welding,

i inspection personnel. In addition, welding inspection supervisors
were to perform a more extensive evaluation of employeer in this
area.

One violation related to storage and protection of electrical
equipment. The licensee responded to this item promotly and took
actign to emphasize to site personnel the importance of proper
storage and protection of electrical equipment. The licensee's
corrective action concerning storage and protection of electrical
equipment from adverse environmental conditions and adjacent
construction activities was reviewed by NRC and considered to se ;

acceptable.

7 Three violations concerned procedural requirements'in which
actions were performed out of sequence, requirements were not

. fully isolemented by craft personnel or recuirements were not
implemented in the specified time period. .

The final violation concerned a field change request that allowed
the installation of eouisment to a mounting criteria that differec
from the mounting configuration for the seismic qualification of
the equipment. *

,

r

,
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The itcensee's approach to the resolution of tecnnical issues has
been normally sound and characterized by viable and thorougn
approaches and has been responsive to NRC issues. The organi:a-

|
tion in this functional area was considered to be acequately

| staffed with qualified personnel.
'

, . , , .

In total, eight violations were identified during the evaluation
period. These violations were not indicative of a programmatic,

breakcown but were the result of a failure to prepare adequate'

I procedures to implement NRC requirements and licensee comitments
or to train personnel and make them aware of these requirements
anc commitments. As indicated above, the licensee has taKen
action to rectify these issues. These violations are identified
below.

(1) Severity Level IV violation for nonconforming vendor welds on ,

seismic electrical raceway supports.
'

(2) Severity Level IV violation for inadequate field welds on
. caole tray supports.

| (3) Severity Level IV violation for nonconforming vendor welds in
electrical panels.

i
-

(4) Severity Level IV violation for failure to implement proce-
.. - dural requirements, in that welding of equipment to embeds

' was performed prior to satisfactory acceptance of equipment
set inspection.

(5) Severity Level V violation for failure to properly store and
protect electrical equiprnnt from adverse environmental
conditions and adjacent construction activities.

(6) Severity Level V violation for failure to implement proce-
dural requirements, in that craft personnel failed to meet
torquing requirements on cable tray fasteners.

(7) deverity Level V violation for failure to implement proce-
dural requirements with respect to inspection and maintenancei

of electrical penetration assemblies.

(8) Severity Level V violation for failure to verify that
electrical cabinets were seismically qualified to present

7 mounting configuration. -

..b. Conclusion
.

Category 2
,

G
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c. Board Comments -

No cecrease in the amount of licensee or NRC attention is
recommended.

t.' Instrumentation anc Control
'

| a. Analysis'
-

No routine inspections were performed in this area cue to the
.

early stage of construction activity.

b. Conclusion,

Category - Not Rated

c. Board Comments

There was not sufficient licensee or NRC ac .ivity in this area to
justify a rating.

'
8. Licensing Activities

.

a. Analysis

! ..Tlig evaluation was based on the following licensing activities:
|

| Reservoir reanalysis subsecuent to cancellation of Units 3-

' and 4
Environmental engineering review-

i Reactor Systems review of the FSAR-

| Instrumentation and control reviews-

| Radwaste systems review-

| Mechanical engi.neering review-

The main area of concern was that the information submittals were
frequ4ntly not timely, thorough, nor technically sound. Evidence
for such inadequacy was noted particularly in the reservoir
reanalysis, accuracy of infomation in the Environmental Report,
and technical information on the racwaste systems. This indicated,

l a lack of management involvement in assuring quality of licensing
documentation in submittals to the NRC.

With regard to resolution of technical issues from a safety stand-
| '

point, the licensee seems to be committed to meet all the nuclear
j safety standarcs but the program lacks thorougnness and oeptn in

its responses to NRC initiatives.
'

In the area of the licensee's staffing of personnel there was an
apparent lack of sufficiently cualified people to provide

,

technical depth for timely suomissions in some areas.

!
,

l
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Based on review of the licensing activities cascri,bec in tne first
paragraoh of tnis section, licensee attention needs to be
increased:

(1) to maintain the accuracy of the information provided for NRC
'~ - review. -*

N (2) to ensure sufficient substance in an information submittal
such that repeated questions are no't required.

.

(3) to maintain the qualified staff necessary to accomplish the
above objectives.

b. Conclusion -

Category 3

c. Board Comments

Licensee performance had improved toward the end of the period;
however, licensee management attention snould be increased to
correct the identified weaknesses.

'

9. Quality Assurance Program

a. . Analysis

One corporate QA inspection and two site QA inspections were
performed by regional based inspectors during the assessment
period. In addition, routine insoections were performed by the

i
resident inspector. The QA program, design control, procurement
activities, and audits were tne areas inspectec at the corporate
office. Site procurement, receiving, storage, and maintenance;
implementation of 10 CFR Part 21; QA inspection of structural

,

concrete and soils backfill activities; and, onsite design
,

activities were the areas inspected at the site.'

'
Four violations and one deviation listed in other parts of this
report were identified in the overall implementation of the QA
program. These problems involved equipment that was not stored to

j prevent its damage by the environment, was not protected from,

| acjacent work activities, or was not properly maintained. The
violations applied to ASME Section III valves, fue,1 handling

_

building cranes, permanent plant fire protection equipment, and-

electrical penetrations. These storage and maintenance violations
1

- demonstrate the need for improved licensee management anc craft
attention in this area. These problems are not consicered a
breakdown in the licensee's QA program.
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CP&L audits its architect / engineer (A/E) (Ebasco).ano nuclear
steam system supplier (Westingnouse) with particular attention<

paic to casign functions (i.e., orientec more towards tecnnical.

engineering review and assessment versus the usual program
compliance verification). Additionally, CP&L audits vendor-to-.

vendor interface actions. Although the audit freadndy for A/Es1

-'

and major suppliers is required only once cvery three years, CP&L
N audited this functions three times per year to ensure meeting all

applicable requirements of Appendix 8. This resulted in greater
depth and overall coverage in their design audits. The audits
were generally complete and thorough. Records were generally
complete, wall maintained, and retrievable. The corrective action
systems generally recognize and address nonreportaole concerns.
Procurement activities are generally well controlled and cocu-

| mented. As identified by violation (1) below, the corporate
Performance Evaluation Unit (PEU) missed certain annually required ,

,

| construction site activity audits during calendar year 1981.
Although not audited by corporate PEU, these activities were
covered through surveillance and monitoring by the site QA/QC

| unit. !

|

| CP&L management has gradually increased the nunper of site design
! personnel, upgrading their enginegring expertise and design

responsibility with the intent that the onsite design group'will
eventually handle all plant design, thereby providing a knowledge-

'able site engineering base that will be present during the opera-
" R6nal phase. Increased licensee involvement in design activities

should prove beneficial to the utility. The licensee and A/E
resolution of technical safety issues was viable, generally
conservative and thorough in approach, and generally provided
timely resolution. |

The licensee's responsiveness to NRC bulletins, circulars, and
notices was considered acceptable and generally sound. The CP&L
program, procedures, and applicable correspondence for IE
Bulletins, Information Notices and IE Circulars was reviewed.

r

CP&L continually assessed their internal audit and the independent
authorized nuclear inspector program findings. Monthly project

review meetings were conducted with senior management to review
not only planning schedules but engineering and QA matters of
concern pertinent to the Harris plant. Senior Management Reviews
were conducted on a six-month frequency along with special

_.

meetings for specific items of concern at no established frequency-

to discuss status and implementation of the QA program.
~

.

CP&L reorganized the QA program by creating a new Corporate QA
Department which reports directly to the Executive Vice Dresicent
for Power Supply and Engineering and Construction. This reorgani-
zation consolidated into one department the QA functions from
Technical Services, Nuclear Safety anc Research, and the Nuclear

,

,
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Ooerations departments. Currently included in the Corporate QA
Department are Engineering and Construction QA/QC," Operations
QA/QC, the performance Evaluation Unit, and the Training anc
Procedures Unit. The above consolidation should improve QA
effectiveness in that all QA units are now in the same organ-
ization and receive uniform OA training, cirection.-guidance, and-- -

procedures.
,
' Staffing of QA positions appeared to be adequate. Key positions

were icentified and authorities and resoonsibilities were defined..

Management independence has been retainec and strengthened by the
decision to divios the site QA/QC group into two separate
entities. Both of these groups now report to tne site QA/QC
director. Both corporate and site QA staffing nave increased with
expanded work load. The corporate QA auditors were qualified to
the licensee's procedures and ANSI N45.2.23 requirements.

Two violations were identified during this evaluation period. The
licensee has been prompt in resconding to NRC violations and their
corrective actions have been acceptacle to Region II. The
violations identified were:

(1) Severity Level IV violation for failure of the corporate QA
staff to audit certain structural activities during calendar
year 1981.

.. ,

"{27' Severity Level IV violation for failure to analyze cut rebar
for acceptability.

'

b. Conclusions

lCategory 2

c. Board Comments

No decrease in licensee or NRC attention in this area is
reconspended.

B. Supporting Data

1. Reports Data

a. Construction Deficiency Reports (CDRs)
,

Twenty-four CDRs were reviewed for this assessment period. The
. distribution of these reports into cause related categories is as

follows:

|

l
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CATEGORY NUMBER -

Welcing 12
'

i Meenanical 4

| , -. .. Diesel Generator 3 ,, w
Electrical 2
QA 1,

| Design 1
'

Misc. I

b. Part 21 Reports

Three reports have been issued.

2. Investigation and Allegation Review

No major investigation or allegation activities were performed curing
the review period.

3. Enforcement Actions

a. Violations
.

Severity Level I, II and III: 0
Severity Level IV: 9

,

Severity Level V: 10
'3e9erity Level VI: 1
Deviations: 1 -

b. Civil Penalties
'

None.
t

c. Orders

No orpers relating to enforcement actions were issued.

| d. Administrative Actions

Confirmation of Action Letters (CALs)

No CALs were issued during the review period.
_. ,

'

4 Management Conferences

.. A conference was held on May 28, 1982, to discuss the previous SALP
findings and is documented in Region II report 400/401/82-14.

.

.
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ENCLOSURE 2)

NRC/ CPL SALP Meeting Attendees
-. . .. . O

! Licensee: Carolina Power and Light Company

Facilities: Brunswick Steam Electric Plant,
Robinson Steam Electric Plant, and;

! Harris Nuclear Power Plant

! Meeting At: Carolina Power and Light
Company's Corporate Office,

t Raleigh, North Carolina
:

Date Conducted: May 10, 1983

1. Licensee Attendees

S. H. Smith, Jr. , Chaiman/ President
J. A. Jones, Vice-Chairman, Retired
E. E. Utley, Executive Vice President, Power S,upply and,

| Engineering and Construction
'

L. W. Eury, Senior Vice President, Power Supply
M. A. McDuffie, Senior Vice President, Engineering and

Construc~ tion
J. M. Davis, Jr., Senior Vice President, Fuels and Materials

Management
T. S. Ellemen, Vice President, Corporate Nuclear Safety

|- and Research
| A. B. Cutter, Vice President, Nuclear Plant Engineering

B. J. Furr, Vice President, Nuclear Operations
S. D. Smith, Vice President, Nuclear Plant Construction
P. W. Howe, Vice President, Brunswick Nuclear Project
H. R. Banks, Manager, Corporate QA
B. H. Webster, Manager, Environmental and Radiological Control
W. J. Hurford, Manager, Technical Services
S. R. Zimmerman, Manager, Licensing and Permits
C.- R. Dietz, General Manager, Brunswick Nuclear Project
R. B. Starkey, Jr., General Manager, H. B. Robinson Nuclear Plant
J. L. Willis, General Manager, Harris Plant
R. M. Parsons, Site Manager, Harris Plant

,

L.7. Loflin, Manager of Engineering, Harris Plant
.

9
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" Enclosure 2 2
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e

2. NRC Attendees
.

James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator, RII
R. C. Lewis, Director, Division of Project and Resident Programs (DPRP),

(SALP Board Chairman), RII
, .k A. 41shinski, Director, Division of Engineering and OperattbriX1

Programs, RII
.D. B. Vassallo, Chief, Operating Reactors Branch 2, Division of
' Licensing (DL), NRR ,

.

G. W. Knighton, Chief, Licensing Branch 3, DL, NRR
D.'M. Verrelli, Chief, Project Branch 1 (PB 1), DPRP, RII
M. V. Sinkule, Chief, Operational Support Section, Program Support

Staff (PSS), RII
P. R. Bemis, Chief, Project Section IC, PB 1, DPRP, RII
D. D. Myers, Senior Resident Inspector, DPRP, RII
S. Weise, Senior Resident Inspector, DPRP, RII
G. F. Maxwell, Senior Resident Inspector, DPRP, RII
R. L. Prevatte, Resident Inspector, DPRP, RII
G. Requa, Project Manager, Operating Reactors Branch 1, DL, NRR
S. D. Mackay,-Project Manager, Operating Reactors Branch 2. DL, NRR
N. P. Kadambi, Project Manager, Licensing Branch 3, DL, NRR

.
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Carolina Power & Lignt Company

May 20, [dBi':.;Y 27 Ai0 : 0 &2ML: MP-83-195

Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

"*Suif,e 2900'-

101 Marietta Street, NW
Atlanta, GA 30303

RESPONSE TO
SY3TEMATIC ASSESSENT OF LICENSEE PERPORMANCE (SALP) BOARD

ASSESSMZNT OF BRURSWICK, E. B. ROBIESON, AND SNRAnfMr R&RRIS PLANTS
' REPORT NOS. 50-325/82-15, 50-324/82-15

50-261/820-17, 50-400/82-14, AND 50-401/82-14

Dear Mr. O'Reilly:
i

Mr. R.. C. Lewis' letter of May 3,1983 forwarded to Carolina Power &
t Light Company (CP&L) the results of the SALP Board findings for CP&L plants
| for the time period January 1, 1982 through Jennary 31, 1983 The purpose of

.

this letter is to provide CP&L's response to those findine. .
'

|
Carolina Power & Light Company onmours with the objectives of the

SALP PrograEh,- ERC has stated that the SALP review process should not only aid
in improving licensee perfomanoe, but provids a basis for alloostian of NBC
inspection resources and improve the overall NRC 4==ection program. To
aoocuplish these objectives, we understand that the NRC's S&LP ratings have
the following ==aiap:

Catemory 1

Reduced IRC attention may be appropriate. Licensee management attention
and involvement are aggressive and oriented touard nuclear safety;
licensee resources are ample and effectively used such that a high level
of perfomance with respect to operational safety or construction is being
achieved. ,.

Catosory 2

NRC attention should be maintained nt normal levels. Licensee management

attention and involvement are evident and are ocacerned with nuclear
safety; licensee resources are adequate and are reasonably effective such
that satisfactory performance with respect to operational safety or
construction is being achieved.

i

a
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Category 3.

Both NRC and licensee attention should be increased. Licensee sanagement
attention or involvement is acceptable and considers nuclear safety, but
vaaknesses are evident; licensee resources appear to be strained or not
effectively used such that =4n4==11y satisfactory performance with respect
to operational safety or construction is being achieved.

%w'

5e appreciate NRC's response in this SALP Report to our ocements on
the 1982 SALP Board Report in which we requested more timely evaluation of our
perfo'ruance and recognition of corrective actions and improvements underway.
We'believe CP&L's nuclear program is achieving safe performance, and we feel
that programs currently being implemented will result in substantial -

improvement in areas where = Ir====es have been identified.

In response to the opportunity provided to coment on the current
report, we have attached a detailed discussion of those areas which we believe
should be rated higher.. We have likewise described corrective and other
actions currently underway to improve our performance. We encourage you to
ocasider these ocements in drafting the transmittal letter which femally
issues the SALP Board Assessment as an IRC report.

Yours very truly,
..

-N. .

. . u-

ey e. .

Executive Yios President
Power Supply and_.

''
Engineering & Construction

3RZ/lr (0373RZ),

'

At+mah==nt

00: IRC Resident Inspector (SEEPP)
NRC Resident Ta v tor (BSEP)
NRC Resident Inspector (EBR) .

I

!

'
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ATTACIDENT 1
* ,

DETAILED ColeENTS CONCERNING
PERFORMANCE ANALI3IS FOR 3REARON RARRIS UNITS 1 & 2

1. Soils and Foundations (SALP Board Rating: Not Rated)
1

! The SALP Board's ocuments on this area state: dThere has not been
suffiiient licensee or IRC activity in this area to justify a rat'In[."
govever, we believe the SALP Board's analysis sootion does provide sufficient
justicostian for a rating and that rating should be Category 1.

NRC's criteria for mting an area are:

(1) Sufficient inspection activity must be conducted in that area during
the review period.

(2) There must be sufficient licensee voric activity in that area to
allow valid evaluation.

We believe these criteria were met in this omse as follows:

(1) The SALP Board's analysis section for this area states: "During
this evaluation period six inspections were performed by regional
based inspectors. Additionally, routine inspections were performed
in this area by the resident inspector.' . . . "No violations or
deviations were identified."

(2) The Board also stated: "The inspections involved examination of QA
implementing procedures, soils testing laboratory, records, and

| backf4 man of the annavations for Units 3 and 4 whink have been
i cancelled. The majority of the anila and foundation work had been

completed for Unita 1 and 2. The r===4=4ng activities in this area
were primarily concerned with underground piping systems.

The Q&/QC procedures and controls met NRC requiremente. The records
were generally complete, well maintained, and retrievable.
Equipment in the testing laboratory uma properly onlibrated and
testing and backfill operations were conducted in sooordance with
ASTM stasidards, procedures, and specification requirements."

Ittile it is acourate to oonolude that less total h of earth was
placed during the year, ditch and structural bookfill was e all last year
except when haspered by had weather. The required ocatrol of these activities
did not diarinish =4=a4 Picantly. As an indication of this level of activity,
. at least 904 soil density tests were perfomed to ocatrol backfill in the
multitiGde of stmotural bookfill tasks.

For the above reasons, we believe a Category 1 rating is justified..-

2. Containment and Other Safety-Related Structures (SALP Board Rating:
Category 1)

l No comments.

* .. .
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3 Piping Systems and Supports (SALP Board Rating: Category 2)
'

.

No oceents.

4. Safety-Related Components (SALP Board Rating: Category 2).;

f No ocements.
*

i

5., Supoort Systems (SALP Board Rating: Category 1)
w

No ocuments.

6. Electrical Power Supply and Distribution (S&LP Board Rating: Category 2)

No comments.

7. Instrumentation and Control Systems (SALP Board Rating: Not Rated)

No ocuments.

8. Licensing Activities (SALP Board Rating: Category 3)

As this is a new category which has not previously been rated in a
CPE SALP Report, it is difficult to establish a h=aah=='k for' a subjective
rating of Lionnaing Activities. Bovover, we believe the SALP Board's
evaluation is not a balanced assessment. The Board chose to a=rh==4=e several
isolated problem areas for review while ignoring the vast majority of CPE's
work efforts which we believe were thorough, timely, and responsive. An
overall measure of CFE's thoroughness in these areas una our performance in
the major licensing work effort to respond to the FSAR and IR Acceptance
Review and Safety Review Questions. Responses to 99 of the 116 Acceptance
Review Questions were submitted an January 29, 1982 and June 30, 1982 and were
imi .ated into the FSAR and IR in A==ad===ts 2 and 3 With respect to NRCy

| Safety Revier Questions, CFE responded to 659 aut of 705 safety review
| questions within the or4F NBC/CPE sobedule. During this period, CPE
| produoed and filed four FSAR and five ER ===ad===ts. Carolina Power & Light

Company also responded to over 300 proposed intervenor oantentions
simultaneous with the above. These efforts resulted in closing many key
review areas such as QA and Fi ,rietional Testing and severely limited the
number of contentions Wiioh were admitted to the proosedings. As a result of
what we feel were Ahorough CPE responses, NRC was able to publish a Draft
Safety Evaulation Report with a much more limited list of open items. Also,
as a measure of CPE's thoroughness in responding to ERC's environmental j

'questions, NRC recently was able to publish a SENFF Draft Environmental
Statement with no open environmental issues, to our knowledge. These efforts
appear to have been ignored in the appraisal.

7 Specifically, the SALP Board's " Analysis" section cites the
following licensing activities as its basis for their evaluation:

Reactor Systems Review of the FSAR
Instrumentation and Controls Review,

Mechanical Engineering Review
Radwaste Systems Review
Reservoir Reanalysis Subsequent to Cancellation of Unit 3 and 4
Environmental Engineering

2-
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' With respect to Reactor Systems review, NRC sent to CPE 109 safety*

i review questions. The Company submitted timely responses to 101. The NRC
then requested clarification on 27; CPE has responded to 17. This is a
measure of CPE's thoroughness, since the majority of issues were. closed in a
timely manner to NRR's satisfaction. Many of the . - inine unresolved items
are NBC issues generio to Westinghouse plants and are not due to CPE'

unresponsiveness.

With respect to Instrumentation & Control review, NRC sentr56 safety'~

review questions on July 30, 1982. CPE responses were provided in two
,

meetings (August 16-19, 1982 and September 14-16, 1982). These actions were
technically responsive, thorough, and timely.

With respect to Mechanical Engineering Review, NRC conducted a site
visit on November 2, 1982. The NRC then sent 45 safety reviev questions on
December 22, 1982. Responses were presented in a February 1-3, 1983 meeting

; and all but seven were resolved. We believe this is a measure of CPE's
thorough and timely resolution of these issues. The r=- ining questions are

being pursued vigorously.

In assessing the Radunste Systems Review, NRR failed to conduct a
| ti.aely review in this area in accordance with ERR's schedule, and questions

were not submitted to CPE until just before the DSER and DES inputs were;

due. CPE mobilized the necessary resources to respond, conducted extensive
remnalyses and responded as quimicly as possible. End these questions been
raised by NRR consistent with the or4=4 =1 agreed upon milestones, no impact
on the schedule would have coeurred.

In M aiewing the Reservoir Romanlysis and its impact on the
Environmental Engineering review, it should be noted that CPE cancelled Units
3 and 4 at the same time the F5AR uns dociteted. The annoellation of these
units presented unique problems in several areas, but came to light most
vividly with respect to the Reservoir Romanlysis. In retrospect, the issue

could have been handled better by both parties. CPE, houwwer, did devote a
great deal of sanagement attention and Msources to this problem and uns able
to produos a remnalysis in as short a time as practicable. CPE will use the
lessons learned from this esperience in future resolutions to ERR concerns.

Finally in reviewing CPE's perfomance in the licensing area, it
should be noted that, the ERC changed its Project Managers for the Barris

| Project four times during this SEP review period, was 30 days late in issuing
its first set of F5AR questions, 5 months late in i--ada- its isst set of FSAR

| questions, 3 months late in issuing the Draft Safety Evaluation Report, and 6,

months late in issuing the Draft Environmental Statement. Despite these'

schedule slippages, CPE's licensing activities are basically on schedule.
The report fails to recognize this performance by CPE.

In summary, additional CPE staffing and management attention will
be devoted to Barris Plant licensing activities, and CPE will take additional
steps to upgrade perfomance in this area. Nevertheless, the current SEP

Board rating of Category 3 is not justified either by the areas reviewed in
the report or by reviewing the full scope of Barris Plant licensing
activities, and the rating should be raised to Category 2.

|
|

" "
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9 Quality Assurance Procram (SALP Board Rating: Category 2)
*

.

No Comment.

.
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ATTACEMENT 2
* .

.

DETAILED ColMENTS CONCERNING
'

PERFORMANCE ANALI3IS FOR H. B. ROBINSON UNIT 2 -

|
'

1. , Plant Operations (SALP Board Rating: Category 2) ,

No comment.j
'

|

2. Radiological Controls (SALP Board Rating: Category 2)

No ocument.

3. Maintenance (SALP Board Rating: Category 3)

| Given the many initiatives which were undertaken during the SALP
;

evaluatica period to improve plant identified and recognized concerns in the
Maintenance area, CP&L believes that a Category 2 rating is justified.
Specifically:

,

|
|

(1) Tr=4=4an-(technical and management development tr=4=4=*) of both
oraft persons and maintenance sapervision/ management, as appropriate,
has been substantially increased.

(2) New ad=4n4=trative/ management control s'ystems have been developed and
implemented. Por example, historical trending of amintenance on
major ptooes of equipment, expanded vibration analyses techniques,
and an automated system to improve the calibration control program
have all been initiated.

(3) The Plant Maintenance Procedures are being rewritten. To date,

67 new or totally revised procedures have been developed, and
approximately 64 additional revisions have been developed. This

!directly addresses the statement in the SALP report of "some weakness
vus noted in maintenance procedures adequacy."

(4) Bousekeeping standards have been substantially improved which in turn ;

has lead to improved work area and equipment control.

(5) Some maintenance facility changee for improved efficiency have been
constructed; additional changes are planned.

.

(6) Maintenance management changes and technical human resources have
been approved ubich are and will continue to improve our, technical

_,

- onpabilities in solving unintenance-related problems and improve our
overall management control and interface with ottsr plant

- organizations.

It should be additionally noted that the " surveillance" and
" Refueling" areas were rated Category I, and great portions of these efforts
were executed directly or supported by the plant maintenance organization.>

-1-
*
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Ij CP&L is confident that the initiatives undertaken above and the.

! level of management involvement and attention evident in these actions will
result in cortinoias enhancements in this area during future SALP evaluation

|
periods.

,

; With the recognition of the CPE initiatives undertaken, the
effective corrective actions implemented, and the level of management
involvement and attention evident in the area during the evaluation period
properly noted, CP&L concurs with the Board's overall rating of Category 3.

| 4. Surveillance (SALP Board Rating: Category 1)
I

No ecument.
|

| 5. Fire Protection (3 ALP Board Rating: Not Rated)

CP&L believes that a Category 1 rating is justified for fire
| protection. Several outside or==a4*=tions and persons (including NRC

Inspectors) have made positive ocuments about the Robinson Plant Fire:

| Protection Program and Organization.

I
i During the evaluation period, Fire Protection Techniaal Aides were

placed an each operating shift; weekly and daily housekeeping and Fire'

i Protection <==p=ations were performed by the Fire Protection Technical Aides;
| the tr=4=4=5 in the area of Fire Protection, both for Fire Protection

personnel and plant personnel, in general, has been substantially increased;
| and generally, probleme uncovered in'the Fire Protection area have been found

and identified by CP&L, with appropriate corrective action implemented in
,

order to preclude recurrence. Therefore, there has been sufficient licensee
,

activity to justify a ruting.I

Although, the SALP Report stated that "there was not sufficient
; inspection activity in this area (Fire Protection) during the evaluation ;

period to justify a rating" the Report also states "no violations werei

identified." Since the SALP Board also stated, 'the level of plant fire
,

safety was greatly improved," and the previous SALP evaluation an Fire|

! Protection was a Category 2, it would be appropriate for the Fire Protection
area to have been rated a Category 1.

I 6. Emergenor Preoaredness (SALP Board Rating: Category 2)

No ocument.

7. Security and Safeguards (5 ALP Board Rating: Category 2)
i

| No ocument.
,

;

8. Refueling (SALP Board Rating - Category 1)

| No ocument.
,

!

j 9 Licensing Activities (SALP Board Rating - Category 3)
'

' Licensing Activities * has not been used as a category for
evaluation in previous CP&L SALP Reports, accordingly it is difficult to

j . e
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qstablish a . benchmark for a subjectivo rating of licensing activities. W3 do i'

. '

not, however, believe a Category 3 rating is justified.,

1

l The Company has recognized the need for improvements in this area
and has taken several positive steps to achieve improved perfomance. These
improvements include: 1) increasing the licensing staff and providing an
casite representative to work with the Plant Regulatory Compliance Unit;;

|
2) increasing the Plant Regulatory Compliance Unit staffing; 3) improved
upfront review of licensing and submittal schedules coupled with early
feedbaEk to the NRC on schedule achievability and; 4) development of 4 joint

,
'

i
CPE/NRC Licensing Open Items List with jointly agreed upon priorities.

{
CPE believes that isle of the keys to better performance in this

! area is communications. To that end, we have conducted two recent management
i meetings with NRR on licensing performance and intend to meet with NRR
| frequently in the future. Additionally, working level meetings will continue

to be held to update the initial draft of the Licensing Open Items list. The |

NRR has enthusiastically supported these efforts. CPE will also be visiting

those utilities rated Category 1 in liaanei g activities and will incorporate,

| appropriate lessons learned into CPE's licensing program.

Of the specifio licensing activities cited by the SALP Board Report,
one area deserves comment. Pressurized Thomal Shook is listed as an extended
issue. CPE has devoted substantial resources to the resolution of this
issue. The Company has not all of its commitments and submittal dates with
respect to this extremely complicated matter and taken a leadership position
in the industry in resolving this issue. Although we believe the potential
safety issue of PT5 has been resolved, we are continuing to work with NRC on a
joint research project to further understand the problem. The report does not
recognize any og.these efforts.

The Company is developing a procedure to further enhance the
thoroughness and verification of licensing infomation. We believe this will
resolve the ocacern regarding technical adequacy of licensing submittals.

In sumary, CPE has recognized the need for additional improvements
iin this area is proceeding to implement steps to achieve improved

.

performance. A Category 2 would be a more appropriate rating at this time.

10. 0=14tv Assurance Fronram (SALP Board Rating: Category 3)

1

Paragraph 10, Board Comments, cites a " lack of management support of
the Corporate Performance Evaluation Unit" as the reason for a Category 3 6

| rating. However, during this SALP Report period, the Corporate Quality
Assurance Department strengthened and improved the Perfomance Evaluation
Unit. Additional Quality Assurance Specialists were added, and the frequency
and scope of audits at the plants were increased. Increased attention was i

also g~iven to ob*mia4as corrective action to audit findings. The status of
all open items from previous audits was reviewed during each audit and the
status.of these items is identified in each audit report. The escalation
process was added to the audit procedure in which m1 resolved issues are
escalated to the proper level of management involvement to be resolved. This
process has resulted in increased management involvement in ob+24nine

,

corrective action.

,

.s .
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We believe these actions will resolve previous concerns in the Q&
'

* program.

Although CFE acknowledges a weakness in the Performance Evaluation
Unit prior to corrective action being taken during the evaluation period, CP&L
believes that the Category 3 rating does not accurately reflect the
perfomance of the plant Q&/QC Unit. In 1981, Quality Assurance within CP&L
was reorganized into a Corporate department. Prior to reorsaaization, the

; plant QA Unit consisted of seven personnel. After reor===4==_ tion, the plant
Q&/QC h t'inorensed to 16 personnel during 1982.

_

"*

<

N .With the staff additions to the plant Q&/QC Unit, the unit has been
assigned increased scope and responsibility. In 1981, a total of 37
surveillances were performed. In 1982, a total of 53 surveill-es were

i pertorised. Contiani== the increase in surveillmaaae in 1983, 50 surve411=*es
! have been performed to date with over 100 additional planned for the remainder
i of this year. This represents a =4 P einant increase in plant Q&/QC Unit ;4

j activities. In addition, the technical capability of the plant Q&/QC Unit has

! been improved, including the addition of a Project Q& Engineer.

Substantial improvement in the scope and depth of plant Q&/QC Unit
'

activities has been evident during the evaluation period. In 1981, this area
i was rated Category 2. CP&L beideves the plant Q&/QC Unit perforsanos should

be rated Category 2.,

,

I
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ATTACIDE:NT 3,
,

IDETAILED ColGEITS CONCERNING'

PERFORMANCE ANALY3IS FOR BRUNSWICE UNITS 1 AND 2

1. Plant Ooorations (SALP Board Rating: Category 3)
,

I.,

i While we understand the SALP Board rating, many of CF&L's improve- '

! maats, sooomplished and underway, ooourred nea- the end of the evaluation
perics and are not refloated in the report. These improvements ape 41 rooted

,

' touard enhancer management involvement, improved procedures, and enhanced
i ocemuniaaticas.

,

! Management involvement in the operutions of the Brunswick Plant have
been significantly enhanced through several organisational changes. The most

,

; significant was the consolidation of all engineering, construction, and .

! operations functions at the Brunswick Plant under a Yios President loosted at i

{ the Brunswick Plant site. Within the plant organisation itself other

! significant organizational improvements have been implemented, which we
t

: believe will be effective in ensuring an adequate level of management
'

j involvement at all levels of the organisation. Some of the more significant
changes are:

!

1. The Director 'of Planning and Sahadating now reports to the Yios
President - Brunswick Nuclear Project to provide more effective L

integration of site planning and =ahadnling activities.

j 2. The position of Manager - Technical and Administrative Servioes, reporting
; to the Plant General Manager has been orested. Management of the
| Taahniant and Administrative Support functions will be consolidated under

this position to tulieve the Plant General Manager of direct management of
these organisations.

3 The Director - Regniatory Complianoe now reports to the Plant General
| Manager and the Regulatory Compliance Unit has been inurensed from 6 to 11
' members.

i 4. Additional positions have been added to the Operations organisation to
j increase technical support and training support.

! We believje that these abanges and others made or planned will
significantly enhance the level of ===mg====t involvement in Plant Operations,
promote greater thoroughness and depth of analysis directed at resolution of
technioni and operational issues, and provide increased attention to the
monitoring, treaking, and closing of regulatory issues.

The operations procedures are being rewritten as part of the,

: Brunsulok Improvement Program, which will =14=1 ante poorly stated'or ill
understood procedures. We anticipate that this effort will be completed by'

i the end of 1983. Plant and oorporate management are closely monitoring the
I progress of this effort.

,

; With respect to comunications, there has been a significant
i emphasis on the importance of communications at all levels in the

;

| -i-
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.organisations. For operators, the most significant enhancement in! '

| communications was the estab1ishamat of monathly meetings with the operating
; shifts conductoi by the Ties President - Brunswick Nuclear Project and the

Plant General Manager. These annagement personnel meet on a monthly basis'

!
with the Operations staff and with the Shift Operating Supervisors. These
meetings provide an excellent opportunity for free and open exchange of ideas,'

|
concerns, plans, probleme, and needs of the operating personnel. We believe *

|
that these meetings have been effective in improving communication channels
withim the. operating or==aiention.i %

I

| .
An important aspect of our improved communication effort.s at BSEP

: has been increased emphasis on discipline of operations and adheremos to
procedures. This concern has been, and continues to be, amphanived in
traia4== sessions as well as during meetings such as those held with the

,

operating staffs.
;

2. *=distion Protection. *=diosotive Maste M===ement and Trassr, ution
(S&LP Board Rating: Category 2)

j

: We are pleased to note that the S&LP Board has moosnized an
j improvement in this area from Category 3 last period, to a Category 2 during
| this period. We believe, however, that the progress made in the radiation

protection, radios.otive unste management and transportation areas has been
j more significant'than indicated in the S&LP Board Report, and that a
i Category I rating is justified.
,

The S&LP Board recognises that the volume of solid unste generated

|
during 1982 has dooreased as compared to previous years, however the report
notes that the unste volume is still higher than that generated by other
similar faciIlt5es in the region. Over the past tuo years, extensive efforts

i have been unde to redr.oe the volume of solid unste, while supporting
: substantial outage activities. These efforts have been effective. For
| example, the number of subic feet of unste shipped in 1981 as 345 below
| shipments in 1980. 1982 shipments reflected an additional 225 reduction from

|
the 1981 levels. This is more than a 505 reduction in just tuo years.

1

J
During this period we have also continued our extensive program of

|
amintenance and modification programs for achieving further ispeovements in
the redunste area by upgrading and replaai y oomgHmonts and adding new

!

equipment. These efforts will improve the operation of this facility and,

I reduoe inleakage ifato the radunste system. As a measure of our suooses,
inlenkage into the redunste system has been doorensed from an average of 95'

gallons per minute in 1981 to an average of 76 gallons per minute in 1982.
During the first 5 months of 1983, this level uns further reduced to an
average of 55 gallons per minute.

The Brunswick Steam Electric Plant has also increased its-

Radiological and Chemistry Staff from 36 people in 1979 to 135 in 1983 As a
result, the esperianoe level of this Staff has increased, supplemerted by
improved tr=4a4== programe for Bealth Physics personnel and for all
employees. In addition, radunste annagement uns upgraded early in 1981 by
permanently assigni.g people to the radunste sys*,em. These personnel have no
other responsibiliti n.
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! As a result of the above efforts, violations in the Radwaste and I

, *
i Environmental areas have decreased from 23 during the previous SALP review |
j period to only 4 resulting from eight regional inspections during the 1982
] SALP review period. This demonstrates that a Category I rating is justified.
<

: .

3 Maintenspoo (SALP Board Rating: Category 3)
i

! In recognition of the need to improve the maintenance program at the
Brunswick Plant, CP&L began a paintenance improvement initiative in late

1980." This initiative has continued since that time and we believe*that the,

i maintenance improvement efforts are proceeding in a '.~er that will resolve
! the concerns identified in the SALP Report.

.

| In July of 1981, the plant maintenance organization was restructured
I to: 1) provide more specific area responsibility of the maintenance staff,
| 2) increase engineering, s% dsory and armfts support, and 3) increase the

! foremen-to-orafts ratio. Following this restructuring and in order to
'

facilitate the inoresse in staff and improve the espertise of maintenanoe
i oraft personnel at Brunswick, over 30 mechanical maintenanoe craft personnel
i were transferred from our fossil plants to Brunswick.
|

| In addition, Mr. Ngodall Lang, Yios President - 3;-a4=1 Projects,
, was assigned to the Brunswick Plant in mid 1981 as an on-site maintenance and

operations ocesultant to plant management. Mr. Long possesses over 30 years ,

!
i of CP&L experience in power plant operation, maintenance, and engineering and
; has been working at the plant site since his ===4gn= mat there to provide
i advies and guidance to the maintenance and the. operations organizations an

j effecting program improvements.

. Ad5It11|nal resouroes for the maintenance organization were approved
! in early 1983. Significant additions were:
1

i 1. Three Tr=4=4== 3pecialist positions have been added to the
; maintenance technical staff. These personnel will be responsible for
! the development of the training programs and lesson plans,

ocordination of training, and development of materials needed to
conduct classroom training sessions for maintenance personnel.

| 2. The number of engineering positions in the maintenanoe organization
| has been increased from two to ten, and we will fill these positions

| as soon ap porsible.
|

( In addition to the staff ineresses, the Maintenance Management

! 3 .com was implemented at the Brunswick Plant in 1981. Since 10:, .

| implementation, progress an expansion of the program has continued to be
emphasized and good progress is being made.'

7 A =4==4Monat expansion of the Preventative Maintenano4 Program uns
initiated in early 1982. This expansion effort continued an a priority basis
during 1982 and the near term objectives of the expansion of this program are
scheduled to be completed by the end of 1983 Additional long-tem

.

*

enhancements of the FM Program are also sobeduled for completion during 1984 ;

and 1985.

-3-
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I For the above reasons, CF&L is confident that the maintenance -

* .

f program at Brunswick Plant has improved significantly and will be further
improved in the future.

! 4. Surveillance and In-Service Testina (SALP Board Rating: Category 3)
:

! Carolina Fouer & Light Campany recognizes the programematio
breakdowns that contributed to the overan rating in this category. We do not;

i believer however, that the SALP Board's " Analysis" Section provides,,aa
; amourate refloation of the management involvement and management ooimitment to

assuring that improvements in this area are achieved. The SALF Report
references the fact that 38 separate instances of reportable technical
specification monoompliances were identified in this area. It should be noted
that the majority of these nonocup11ana== uere identified by CF&L as the
result of an unprecedented self-evaluation of the plant's surveinance and
inservice testing progmas.

|
Carolina Feuer & Light Company has conducted a massive upgrade and

espansion of the Emawick Inservice inspection program over the past 12 months
in the fon owing areas:

1. Establ4=h==nt of a visual test program;

2. Inspection of Class II welds; ,

,

j 3 Reverification and redesignation of ASIE boundary;
4. Establishment of gigsply def13gd post.gmintenadoe testing;

I

5. Re-evalustian of all oon*=4-t isolation valves and establishmenti *

I of a master con *=4===at isolation valve. table;

i 6. Total upgrade of the integrated leak mte/lonal insk rate testing
program.

..

We believe that the soope of the review effort initiated by CF&L
during the summer of 1982 is unparalled within the nuclear Laduistry. We also

! believe that this program vent well beyond the requirements of the NRC
Confi m atory Action Letters of July 2, 1982, and July 20, 1982.'

The SALF Report addresses a Commission order requiring
implementation of the Brunswick Improvement Program. We believe that the SALF
Report as written is subject to misinterpretation in that it does not

|
acknowledge that the Brunswick Zaprovement Program uns voluntarily developed
by CF&L and provided to the NRC prior to the receipt of the Commission'

Order. In essence,'the f*- minaion Order simply mandated actions that CF&L
~

already had underusy.

In summary, CF&L believes that actions ederway will resolve the
:
i problems identified.
:

i 5. Fire Protectico (SALP Board Rating: Category 3) ,

!

,, Carolina Power & Light Company recognizes that improvements are
!

needed in this area and has implemented corrective actions as fon ows:
j
i

| 1. The fire protection subgroup's manpower for routine inspections have
been augmented with experienced operators.

{

!
!

|
-4-
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| 2. A forinal tra4aian program fcr fire protection personn31 has been
developed and is now being implemented.i . .

3 A total review of the Brunswielt fire protection program was conducted
! by an outside group which endorsed the actions being taken and made
| additional recommendations which are currently being reviewed for

appropriate implementation. i
*

,

; 4 A obange in plant procedures now requires a daily review of fire ;
j protection limiting conditions for operation.

. Carolina Power & Light Company believes that implementation of the.

above corrective actions will resolve the Brunswick fire protection '

| conterns. i
,

r

6. Emersency Preparedness (SALP Board Rating: Category 1) .

No Comment

7 Security and Safesuards (3 ALP Board Rating: Category 1)
No Comment

:
8. Refuelins (SALP Board Rating: Category 3)

| The SALP Board sited poorly stated and ill understood procedures and
! lanic of adequate ====gn==nt involvement in refueling operations. Carolina
. Power & Light Company has initiated corrective actions to address these
! sommerns.

j The fuel handling procedures have been rguritten and the general
operating procedures have been the subject of an intense review. Changes made

| to the fusi handling procedures will prevent change of reactor mode without
; enreful consideration of prerequisites necessary to enter a new mode. !
| |

| Also, amongement control has been increased to ensure that fuel is
not moved when any control rod is withdream fram the oore. Additional changes ;

| to the prooedere provides further control as follous '

!
i1. Verification of control rods prior to loading fuel into the cell is;

: required.
2. Fuel movement sheets must have the conourrence of the 330.
3 All procedures have been updated to prohibit fuel movement with any

i sentrol rods withdraun.
i; 4. Instructions have been added to the procedure on how to prepare fuel

| movement 'abeets and ensurg that teeknical specification requirements
and independent verification requirements are considered in the
refueling report.

!

! CP&L believes these oorreotive actions will resolve the ooneerns
acted.;

boensinaActivities(SALPBoardRating Category 3)| 9.
'

!
"

Paragraph 9.a. "Analysiaa includes the statement, 'No improvement
.

i was noted in this area sinoa the last SALP evaluation." However, " Licensing-
.

Activities * uns not a estagory in previous SALP Reports, and there was no NRR-

i
i
f

. -5-
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I annagement ocenent or commanication with CFE regarding NRR's observations in.

this area during the 1982 SALP review period.

f CFE has recognized the need for improvement in this area and has
I taken several positive steps to bring about that improvement. These steps
! include: 1) increasing the licensing staff in the General Office; 2)
! increasing the staffing of the plant Regulatory Compliance Unit from 6 to 11 |

|
positions; 3) obanging the reporting responsibilities of the Director,
Raga 1=?m Compliance such that he reports directly to the Plant General ,;

i Manager and; 4) working toward the development of an integrated 5-}en plan i

with respect to regulatory requirements.
I We are confident that these steps will produos positive results andj

an improved level of performance in the areas of responsiveness, thoroughness,
and technical soundness of our submittals to IRR.

'

| CPE has recognized the need for additional oamunication with NRR,
i and intends to conduct frequent meetings both on the working and annagement |
| 1evel to discuss licensing open items and the current level of performance. |

! CPE has been working with ERR to develop a NRC/CPE Licensing Open Items List (
) which will include jointly agreed upon priorities and response dates. Two |

| management meetings between CFE and NRC already occurred concerning this
I eenoept and working level meetings are sabeduled in the near future. .

(
Specifically, in its analysis of lioensing activities, the SALP

Board cites the following eight areas as its basis for its evaluation:,

,

L
-

j Project 6 t Administration
50RE0-0737 Items !

f Appendia R [
,

' '-

Environmental Qualification (EQ)l

f EPS Feuer Sgply
: Operator Licensing
I Spent Fuel Storage Increase

Radiological Effluent Teeknical Specifications (Irf3)

In reviewing these areas, CPE feels that it was very responsive
with respect to RETS, Spent Fuel Storage Inorense, RF3 Power Supply, and |

( Environmental Qualification. The RETS submittal in particular has been highly
',

Ipraised within NRC, and CPE has met its commitment la the areas of Spent'

i Fuel, RF3 Feuer Supply and 30.

With regard to N05E0-0737 items, CFE has, for selected items, found
it necessary to delay implementation due to priority changes, design problems j

! and construction difficulties. The Campany also believes that the experience ,

i of the industry with 5UR30-0737 items is similar to that of CPE's experianoe.
!
!

In reviewing CFE's resposee to Appendiz R, in retroepoot the issue

|
eould have been handled better by both CPE and NRC. Brunswick presented a

'

; unique' esse in that it had a oompletely approved Safety Evaluation Report
j (SER) for Fire Protection, portions of which were invalidated by the issuance
| of Appendiz R. In light of this reversal of NRC policy, CFE's initial
} efforts were to assess in which areas the previous SgR was now invalid and
| what legal and licensing actions were appropriate. Some delays in initially
i
1 i

| -6- |
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i responding to the new mle vore anticipated when considering the resources and. .

; time previously devoted to satisfying the approved SgR'.

i With respect to Project Management Administration, CFE recognizes
) that timelina== and thoroughness have occasionally been problems with respect

to licensing issues. We also believe, however, that the report fails to |,

| reocenise the extraordinary demand placed on the licensing and plant staff .

during the extensive self-analysis perfomed by CFE during the summer of :.

| 1982, which resulted in heavy licensing activities during the remainder of
i 1982:- Considering the mamber of audits, the level of outage work-end the
! several hundred pre-startup items which were processed during that period, we ,

! believe that this aren uns handled satisfactorily.

i
! Based on the above, the rating of Category 3 seems inappropriate,
| and CPE believes this rating should be changed to Category 2.

! 10. Quality Assurance Premram (NRC rating: Category 3)
!

I Paragraph 10, Board Comments, oites " failure to identify
i deficiencies in operational programs and failure to take effective corrective

! action" as the reason for a Category 3 rating. Eeuever, during this SALF
| report period, the Coe9erate Quality Assuranse Department strengthened and
|

improved the Performanee Evaluation Unit. Additional Quality Assurance
Specialists were added, and the frequener and scope of audits at the plants,

were ineressed. Inoressed attention uma also given to obtaining corrective

| action to audit findings. The status of all open items from previous audits
' una revissed daring saak endit and the status of these items is identified in

,

eneh audit report. The escalation preeems was added to the audit precedure :
and this has resulted in inerensed annagement involvement in obtaining r

i

! eorrestive esties.
f

i

i Also, the EggF Operations Q& staff technion1 onpability uns ;

i inerensed by the addition of Q& Engineere as W ad by the.Q4 program
] assessment that uns performed by an outside consultant.
!

! In summary, CPE believes that oorrective actions have been
| implemented to improve performanoe in this area. |

4

9
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] Pll : I6r on
May 27, 1963 SERIAL: LAP-83-215

i

' " "'Mr.' James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administratori

United States Nuolear Regulatory Comunission ,

Suitis 2900
101 Marietta Street, NW

i

| Atlanta, GA 30303
|

RESPONSE TO

SYSTEMATIC A33ESSENT OF LICENSEE PEIPORMANCE (SALP) BOARD
A33ESSENT OF BRUE3 WICK, E. B. ROBIE305, AND SEEARON BARRIS PLANTS

REPORT NOS. 50-325/83-09, 50-324/83-09
j

50-261/83-07, 50-400/83-10, AND 50 401/83-10

Dear Mr. O'Reilly:

Please find attached a repisoement page for page 2 of Attachment 2
to Carolina Power & Light Company's letter of May 20, 1983 (Serial:
LAP-83-195), which provided comments on the SALP Board assessment of the
Brunswick, E. 5. Bebinson, and Shearon Earris F1sats. This replacement page
corrects a typographical error which appeared in the section entitled
" Maintenance." Please replace the oru =1 page with the attached revision.
This change was discussed with Mr. P. R. Bemis of your staff an May 27, 1983

Should you have any questions on this satter, please do not besitate
to call.

Yours very truly,
.

J

) .$''.h'['.V 't. v. sury .-,

Senior Yice President
Power Supply

JJ3/af (0373RZa) ,

Attaehment

not NRC Resident Inspector (SENFP) ,

NRC Resident Inspector (BSEP),

NRC Resident Inspector (EBR)

.. . . - -.. ~ .- .- - . . - . . . . _ .

41t 8evettevole Street * * O los ' sit e Reieign N : 276C2
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CP&L is confident that the initiatives undertaken above and the,

4 level of management involvement and attention evident in these actions will
result in cont 4='4M enhancements in this ares during future SALP evaluation>

-

j p.etods.

. Ifith the reition of the CPE initiatives undertaken, the effective
! oorrective actions implemented, and the level of management involvement and attentid

evident in the area during the evaluation period properly noted,4:PE believes a

.

Category 2 rating is appropriate.
J

i

; 4. Surveillance (SALP Board Rating: Category 1) |

| No comment.
,

j 5. Fire Protection (SALP Soard Rating: Not Rated)
!

| CPE believes that a Category 1 rating is justified for fire !
; protection. Several outside organizations and persons (laoluding NRC i

' '

Inspectors) have ande positive eenments about the Robinson Plant Fire
i Protection Program and Organisation.

,

During the evaluation period, Fin Protection Technical Aideo were !
,

placed on each operating shi.*.tt unekly and daily housekeeping and Fire i
i Protection inspections were perfomed by the Fire Protection Technical Aides;

i the training in the area of Fire Protentica, both for Fire Protection

i personnel and plant persannel, in general, has been substantially ineressed; j

and generally, probleme unoovered la the Fire Protestion ares have been found ;'

i and identified by CPE, with appropriate oorrective action implemented in

| order to prealade resurrenee. Therefore, there has been sufficient licensee
'

activity to justify a rating.

| Although, the S&LP Report stated that 'there uns not anfriaient [
] inspection activity in this area (Fire Proteetion) during the evaluation
i period to justify a rating * the Report also states 'no violations were

| identified." Sinoe the SALP Bean also stated, 'the level of plant fire

! safety was greatly improved,' and the previons SALP evaluation on Fire
i Protection uma a Category 2, it would be appropriate for the Fire Protection
! area to have been rated a Category 1.

i 6. . 2 ..-~.:. (S&LP Board Rattag: Category 2).,.s ,

|

No co m t. :

'

7. Security gnq patenuards (S&LP Board Rating: Category 2);

No comment. --

i

| 8. Refuelina (S&LP Board Rating - Category 1)

No comment.
;

| 9. Licensina Activities (S&LP Board Rating - Category 3)

j ' Licensing Activities" has not been used as a ostegory for
evaluation in previous CPE S&LP Reports, socordingly it is difficult to

_ _ _ - _ _


